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[introduction]
The research seeks to develop improvements to earthen architecture practices with a focus on shelter disaster risk reduction in areas 
that are subject to an array of water related concerns.  The work aims to investigate the efficiency of earthen solutions exploring the 
opportunity to use earth appropriately within low-income housing and offering construction improvements.  

The intention is not to provide new alternatives but offer low-cost improvements based on successful existing practices that can be 
adopted by individuals and families with limited assets.
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Objectives
In recent years Bangladesh has witnessed a wide range of 
disasters, including Cyclone Aila in 2009, floods and landslides.  
In conjunction with emergency response efforts, disaster risk 
reduction is key.  Working with local households to strengthen the 
capabilities of communities to cope with natural disasters and 
their complex effects is a necessity.  Improving shelter construction 
technologies and techniques based on successful existing practices 
is just one of the many aspects needed to encourage self-reliance 
rather than dependence on aid.
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Bangladesh is one of the world’s most densely populated countries.  
The low-lying nature of the terrain means that it is vulnerable to 
flooding and is now widely recognised as one of the countries 
at greatest risk from climate change.  A one metre rise in sea 
level would engulf approximately 18% of the landmass, directly 
affecting 11% of the population.1  If predicted rates are witnessed, 
this will result in an estimated 15-20 million displaced persons by 
2050.2  The complex effects will be far-reaching, affecting both 
national and international populations.

Purpose
The poorest section of society is commonly the most vulnerable 
to the effects of natural disasters (rising water levels, river bed 
erosion, environmental degradation, the spread of infectious 
disease, building / infrastructure damage, disruption to livelihoods, 
civil conflicts…)  With 31.5% of the population living below the 
poverty line,3 alongside cultural significance it is vital to consider 
the cost of materials and their life cycle.  This research project 
focuses on the role and relevance of earthen architecture and 
construction within a disaster risk reduction framework.





[chapter 1] bangladesh
When one looks at an issue such as earthen architecture and its role and relevance in society it cannot be studied in isolation.  Geography, 
society, economy, politics and environment all play a part in how and why earthen architecture is still prominent and whether it has a 
future.  Bangladesh is not yet on the typical tourist trail and is a relatively new prospect for many.  It is vital therefore to understand current 
conditions and create a context for the investigation.
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Overview
GEOGRAPhY
Bordered by India, Myanmar and the Bay of Bengal, the country of Bangladesh totals 
an area of 143,998 sq km.  The terrain, unlike its neighbours, is flat alluvial plain with 
hilly areas to the southeast.4  A network of over 230 rivers and their tributaries traverse 
the country, including the Ganges, Brahmaputra and Meghna.5  With the majority of the 
country less than 12 m above sea level,6 the constant threat of flooding is ever present.

CLIMATE
The tropical climate features three distinct seasons (mild winter from October to March 
/ hot, humid summer from March to June / humid monsoon from June to October)7 
although many recognise six seasons which correlate with agricultural processes such 
as rice farming.

POPULATION AND SOCIETY
With a population of 163,654,860 and a growth rate of 1.59%8 there is significant stress 
on both natural and human resources.  The World Bank data records 1,174 people per sq 
km compared with 259 in the UK.9  98% of the country’s inhabitants are ethnically Bengali, 
with Bangla as the official National language.  89.5% of the population are Muslim;10 

religious minorities include Hindus, Christians, Buddhists and Animists.11

ECONOMY
The economy relies heavily on agriculture, forestry and fishing, with increased 
manufacturing in recent years.12  Despite this, it is the manufacturing sector, particularly 
the garment industry that contributes more to the national income.  The GNI per capita is 
$2,030 compared to $37,340 in the UK.13

hISTORICAL CONTEXT
Formerly East Pakistan, Bangladesh gained independence in 1971 following a bitter war 
which resulted in mass genocide and drew in neighbouring India.14  The following 15 years 
were spent under military rule until democracy was restored.  The political scene remains 
volatile, with tensions resulting in outbreaks of violence and ‘hartals’ (violent strikes) in 
recent years.

“Impacts of climate change are likely to be felt most acutely not only by the poor, but also by 
certain segments of the population, such as the elderly, the very young, the powerless, indigenous 
peoples, and recent immigrants, particularly if they are linguistically isolated.”15
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Poverty Profile 
Over the last decade, there has been a 26% decline in the number of poor people in 
Bangladesh;16 however it is still a key concern across the country in both urban and rural 
environments.  

With 47 million still living below the poverty line17 this effectively means a lack of access 
to opportunities including durable housing, electricity, safe water, sanitation and critical 
services such as infrastructure.

Key facts and figures:

Life expectancy at birth   70.4 years
Infant mortality rate   47.3 deaths / 1000 live births
Death rate    5.67 deaths / 1000 population
Children under the age of 5 years underweight 41.3%
Literacy (age 15 and over can read and write) 57.7%
School life expectancy   8 years
Child labour (children aged 5-14)  8 years
Hospital bed density   0.6 beds / 1000 population
Physicians density    6.36 physicians / 1000 population18

Average loan taken per household  28,062 BDT
Access to electricity   57.7%
Main source of drinking water  85.4% - tubewell
Non sanitary / non pucca toilet facilities 48.9%19

Climate Change
Few countries will experience the range and severity of climate change effects that are 
predicted for Bangladesh.  These include:

- Increased mean temperature and number of extreme hot and cold spells
- Drier conditions correlating with periods requiring water for agricultural processes
- Increased precipitation and severity of monsoon rains
- Glacier melting in source areas of the country’s rivers altering the hydrological cycle
- Increased number and severity of tornadoes and tropical cyclones
- Sea level rise leading to displacement and mass migration
- Increased salinity of freshwater
- Increased number and severity of storm surges as a result of cyclones20

“Impacts of climate change are likely to be felt most acutely not only by the poor, but also by 
certain segments of the population, such as the elderly, the very young, the powerless, indigenous 
peoples, and recent immigrants, particularly if they are linguistically isolated.”15
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Human Settlements
Evidence of human settlement in this region of the world dates 
back to the Palaeolithic civilisation some 10,000 to 15,000 years 
ago, with association and adjacency to water sources a key factor 
in the location and growth of the built environment.21

Cultural and social factors alongside geophysical characteristics, 
durability of building materials, climate and technology have all 
played a part in guiding rural, semi-urban and urban areas.

ThE RURAL CONTEXT
This research project focuses on the rural context of Bangladesh 
and its vernacular.  In the 21st Century new settlement patterns 
have emerged responding to the rapidly increasingly population.  
Six distinct forms have been categorised:

- Clustered / highly dense
- Nucleated
- Linear
- Scattered
- Dispersed / isolated
- Sparse22

A collection of homesteads (bari) create a hamlet or neighbourhood 
(para), which when grouped together from a village (gram). A 
number of villages form a union.  This then leads to the formation 
of the sub-district (upazila), district (zila) and division, of which 
Bangladesh has seven.

“The roots of traditional Bangladeshi 
architecture are dug deep into the 
psyche of the common people... In the 
case of the traditional Bangladeshi 
built environment, the user is also the 
designer, builder, landscape specialist, 
artist and craftsmen.”23
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The Bengali Homestead
The Bengali culture is arguably the most prevalent across 
Bangladesh, with many characteristics shared by the state of West 
Bengal in India.  

The rural Bengali homestead is described as a grouping of isolated 
rectangular shelters (asroi) which share an introverted courtyard 
(uthan).  These independent structures perform distinct functions, 
typically housing the main living and sleeping space, kitchen, 
storage facility and animal shelter.  Additions such as washroom 
facilities with tubewells can be found, although these are often 
shared by neighbours in the spaces between dwellings.  

Although improving, sanitation facilities in rural areas are not yet 
commonplace.  The latest Multiple Indicator Cluster Survey (MICS) 
carried out by the Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics (BBS) and 
UNICEF indicates only 31.9% of the rural population use improved 
sanitation facilities. The majority surveyed had no facility and used 
rivers, ponds, fields or the bushes for their sanitation needs.24

The periphery of the homestead is typically enclosed by vegetation, 
screens or walls, where possible.  Privacy is a key concern despite 
the strong culture of hospitality and an ‘open door’ policy.

Large communal spaces within neighbourhoods act as meeting 
grounds and areas for work related activities such as the drying 
of rice and straw or the rolling of poppadoms.  In more densely 
populated rural settlements, access roads provide much needed 
additional space for those activities that cannot be undertaken 
within the confines of one’s one plot.  Shared ponds are often used 
for runoff water following the washing of clothes, pans and during 
food preparation.  They may also be used as a source of river fish 
for cooking or to sell at market.

The layout of the Bengali homestead varies between L-shaped, 
U-shaped or parallel.  The formal, external zone is used for 
preparatory activities, sales and reception whilst the informal, 
internal zone, often associated with women, is used for washing, 
childcare and more private family occassions.25
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An Architectural Type
Vernacular architecture has been defined as,

“comprising the dwellings and all other buildings of the people. Related to their environmental contexts and 
available resources they are customarily owner - or community-built, utilizing traditional technologies. All forms of 
vernacular architecture are built to meet specific needs, accommodating the values, economies and ways of life 
of the cultures that produce them.”26

The Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics (BBS) categorises five dwelling types.  Within a rural context the percentage breakdown is as follows:

Foundations
- None
- Earthen plinth

Wall structure
- Temporary materials 
(sack / polythene / 
straw...)

Walls
- See above

Roof structure
- See above

Roof
- See above

Foundations
- Earthen plinth

Wall structure
- Bamboo or timber posts

Walls
- Organic materials 
( jutestick / catkin grass 
/ straw / bamboo mats 
/ split bamboo / earthen 
plaster...)

Roof structure
- Split bamboo or reed 
stalk frame

Roof
- Thatch (catkin grass / 
rice / wheat / maize...)
- Terracotta tiles
- CI sheets

Foundations
- Earthen plinth

Wall structure
- Bamboo or timber posts

Walls
- Wood
- CI sheets

Roof structure
- Bamboo or timber 
frame

Roof
- CI sheets

Foundations
- Earthen plinth
- Brick perimeter wall 
with earth infill
- Brick and concrete

Wall structure
- Bamboo or timber posts

Walls
- Organic materials
- Earthen walls
- Part or full brick
- CI sheets

Roof structure
- Bamboo or timber 
frame

Roof
- CI sheets

Foundations
- Brick
- Concrete

Wall structure
- Brick
- Concrete

Walls
- See above

Roof structure
- Reinforced concrete

Roof
- See above

JhUPRI
9.47%

KATChA (NON-DURABLE)
34.18%

KATChA (DURABLE)
41.89%

SEMI-PUCCA
10.80%

PUCCA
3.65%27
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An Architectural Type
Vernacular architecture has been defined as,

“comprising the dwellings and all other buildings of the people. Related to their environmental contexts and 
available resources they are customarily owner - or community-built, utilizing traditional technologies. All forms of 
vernacular architecture are built to meet specific needs, accommodating the values, economies and ways of life 
of the cultures that produce them.”26

The Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics (BBS) categorises five dwelling types.  Within a rural context the percentage breakdown is as follows:

The Bengali House
The rural Bengali house is typically rectangular in shape.  Building materials and therefore 
construction processes vary due to local modifying factors such as micro-climate, site 
landscape, available raw materials and construction knowledge alongside cultural and 
religious influences.28

Key features include:

- Hip roofs with large overhangs
- Raised plinths or stilted construction
- Limited size and number of window openings
- Shaded veranda orientated towards the internal courtyard
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EARThEN ARChITECTURE AND CONSTRUCTION CAN BE 
SUSTAINABLE, LOW COST AND BEAUTIFUL, BUT IS IT RELEVANT 
IN SUCh A CLIMATE?

Wintertime in Bangladesh, particularly in low-income communities 
is a real concern.  Temperatures drop as low as 3OC and hundreds 
are estimated to die every year in a large part due to inadequate 
housing.29  Increasingly NGOs are incorporating the distribution of 
blankets within their provisions.  

The thermal mass of earthen solutions keeps spaces both cool 
during high summer and warm during winter.  A simple earthen 
plaster applied to a loose bamboo weave wall can also provide a 
level of protection against wind, rain and abrasion.

Relative humidity levels in Bangladesh are recorded to reach 86% 
in the monsoon season.30  The porous nature of earthen walls 
means that they absorb and release water and therefore have the 
potential to act as a modulator for indoor humidity.  Many earthen 
solutions do not require expensive tools or technical knowledge; 
potentially suited to low-income demographics.

Earthen solutions complement other sustainable materials such 
as bamboo, jute and coconut timber which are all native to 
Bangladesh.  And, earth is potentially free, either harvested from 
the household plot or less legally from government land.

WhAT ARE ThE ChALLENGES TO USING ThIS MATERIAL?

Although the tools and techniques may appear relatively simple, 
there is a need for local knowledge of climate, soil suitability and 
weather patterns.  Earthen solutions work best when they are 
not in isolation, when they are complemented by design features 
such as adequate footings and roof overhangs.31  Without water 
resilience measures or stabilisation techniques there is a risk of 
erosion and impact.  This then leads to ongoing maintenance 
requirements which can add an additional burden to the daily 
tasks of many low-income families.

“Our real advantage comes from the 
many things that we take as given.  
We live in houses where clean water 
gets piped in – we do not need to 
remember to add Chorin to the water 
supply every morning.  The sewerage 
goes away on its own – we do not 
actually know how…

We have no choice but to get our 
children immunized – public school 
will not take them if they aren’t and 
even if we somehow manage to fail 
to do it, our children will probably be 
safe because everyone else is…

And perhaps most important, most of 
us do not have to worry where our 
next meal will come from…”32

For better or worse in the UK, we live in a somewhat paternalistic 
society.  For many of the communities visited during this research 
project the list of daily tasks is momentous, elements of our lives 
which we take for granted.  

If we could lift those burdens, such as the necessary maintenance 
of earthen walls, imagine what could be achieved with the time 
saved?

Imagine.

Earthen Architecture
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Use In Bangladesh
IS EARThEN ARChITECTURE AND CONSTRUCTION COMMONPLACE IN BANGLADESh?  WhAT EARThEN SOLUTIONS ARE USED?  
WhICh TEChNIqUES ARE FAVOURED AND WhICh ARE NOT?  WhICh DEMOGRAPhICS USE ThIS MATERIAL AND WhAT ARE ThEIR 
hOUSING VISIONS FOR ThE FUTURE?

The research project focuses on three divisions (Khulna / Barisal / Rangpur) and although there are differences in earthen vernacular 
across these divisions, it is very much a primary building material within low-income communities and people really do know how to use it.  

There are essentially three categories: plinths, walls and plasters.  In all categories the tendency is to use a sticky mud, essentially a simple 
mix of earth and water (sometimes with the addition of animal dung or fibres such as straw).  How sticky the mixture is depends on the 
individual craftsman or artisan and their preference.

Earthen plinths are present across all three divisions, and the latest Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics (BBS) Populations and Housing 
Census indicates 74% use of earthen floors.33  Plinths elevate residences above standing water due to monsoon rains and help to protect 
individuals and their assets during flash floods.  This technique is also seen for animal shelters.  They are compacted in a variety of ways, 
using local ramming tools and there is often little external protection which is a real problem in areas where flood waters are yet to recede.

One village visited in Jalalpur union (Tala upazila, Satkhira zila, Khulna division) has been underwater for nine months, many local 
inhabitants must row boats to reach their own front doors, new bamboo bridges are being created for general access and certainly there 
is a real issue with undercutting.  Life however does go on and ingenuity is witnessed at every corner.

Earthen walls vary, from thick adobe structures where sticky mud is thrown in layers rather than rammed to sundried earthen blocks laid 
with earthen mortar and rammed earth walls.  Earthen plasters also feature in all three divisions.  In Rangpur basic single storey bamboo 
frames with split bamboo weaved panels are plastered, in Khulna and Barisal jute and coconut timber are favoured, again plastered to 
a smooth hand finish.  Other earthen based solutions include fired products such as bricks, terracotta roof tiles (which are sadly out of 
fashion) and clay products which support daily life.

One of the most intriguing aspects talking to residents in the various communities visited was their perception of earth as a construction 
material.  It is very much seen as a ‘poor man’s’ material, as are other natural materials such as bamboo.  An interesting example is the 
Practical Action / RESET prototypes project (see Ch. 2).  Four one room shelters were designed and built within one community in Atulia 
union (Shyamnagar upazila, Satkhira zila, Khulna division).  The designs were standardised but the materials differed.  The idea was to 
document the environmental performance of each and the perception of beneficiaries.  

When one walks into the houses topped with terracotta tiles or golpata leaf it is noticeably cooler than walking into the two that feature 
corrugated iron (CI) sheets.  In fact those are quite unbearable during the heat of the day.  Talking to all of the beneficiary households 
everyone responded that they would prefer a brick house with CI sheet roof rather than an earthen wall or plastered structure with 
terracotta tiles.  They were fully aware of the comfort issues, but believed longevity to be more important.

In a society which relies heavily on status there is a real desire to upgrade houses with more ‘durable’ and expensive solutions.
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Three 
Key 
Categories
- Plinths
- Walls
- Plasters
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Lattices / Weaves
Lattices and weaves are both used as bases to apply earthen plaster and as stand-
alone wall finishes.  Natural complementary materials are often freely available and 
include:

- Beanvine
- Catkin grass
- Coconut fibre
- Coconut timber
- Hemp
- Jutestick
- Leaves sourced from the mangroves
- Split bamboo
- Reed
- Rice straw
- Tail grass
- Twigs - local trees
- Wheat straw
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[chapter 2] shelter provision
This initial period of research involved travel to areas at high risk of flooding within the divisions of Khulna, Barisal and Rangpur.  The work 
involved identification of current earth architecture techniques used for low-income housing ranging from unfired hand made products to 
manually pressed and fired machine finished solutions.  Local solutions are classified in Ch. 1 acting as a direct comparison to national 
and international Non-Governmental Organisation (NGO / INGO) shelter responses.
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habitat for humanity
Satkhira city, Satkhira Sadar upazila, Satkhira zila, Khulna division

NARRI (Islamic Relief)
Labsa union, Satkhira Sadar upazila, Satkhira zila, Khulna division

BRAC
Padma Pukur union, Shyamnagar upazila, Satkhira zila, Khulna division

Practical Action
Atulia union, Shyamnagar upazila, Satkhira zila, Khulna division

NARRI (CARE)
Nagarghata union, Tala upazila, Satkhira zila, Khulna division

NARRI (Oxfam)
Tala union, Tala upazila, Satkhira zila, Khulna division

NARRI (Solidarités International)
Tala union, Tala upazila, Satkhira zila, Khulna division

NARRI (Solidarités International)
Jalalpur union, Tala upazila, Satkhira zila, Khulna division

Muslim Aid
Islamkati union, Tala upazila, Satkhira zila, Khulna division

Muslim Aid
Royenda union, Sarankhola upazila, Bagerhat zila, Khulna division

Terre des hommes
Patharghata union, Patharghata upazila, Barguna zila, Barisal division

SAFE
Dinajpur city, Dinajpur Sadar upazila, Dinajpur zila, Rangpur division

ShELTER PROGRAMMES VISITED

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

KHULNA DIVISION

5 72
6

1

3
4

9
8

10

B

K
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The study looks at three divisions (Bangladesh has seven in total).  
In the northwest, Rangpur is famous for its rice production.  It is a 
relatively rural region which lies in one of the highest earthquake 
prone zones in the country and districts such as Dinajpur suffer 
from particularly strong winds during September and October.34

BARISAL DIVISION

RANGPUR DIVISION

12

11

Areas Of Investigation
Along the southern coast, Khulna and Barisal divisions.  This 
is shrimp farming country, which in itself is causing severe 
repercussions for the environment.35  The coastal districts 
frequently experience tropical cyclones and storm surges, the 
effects of Cyclone Sidr in 2007 are still felt today.36
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habitat for humanity37 NARRI38 BRAC39 Practical Action40 Muslim Aid41 Terre des hommes42 SAFE43

OVERVIEW

- Title CORE Housing Flood Resistant Shelter & 
Sanitation (FRESH) for South West 
Region of Bangladesh

Disaster Resilient Habitat in 
Satkhira

Resilient Rural Housing in South 
West Bangladesh

Post-SIDR CORE Family Shelter 
and Emergency Transitional 
Shelter

DRR Roofing Pilot Project in a 
Cyclone Prone Community on the 
Bay of Bengal

Safe and Affordable Housing in 
Bangladesh

- Implementing agency(ies) Habitat for Humanity National Alliance for Risk 
reduction and Response Initiatives 
(NARRI): Action Aid / CARE / 
Concern / Islamic Relief / Oxfam / 
Solidarités International

BRAC University, Department of 
Architecture

Practical Action Bangladesh / 
RESET Development / The Self-
help Promotion Network

Muslim Aid Terre des Hommes Simple Action For the 
Environment (SAFE)

- Partner(s) n/a Banchte Shekha / Bhumija / Dalit / 
Shamadhan / Shushilan

UNDP DHARA community based training 
and development

n/a TSC Global Housing & Hazards Group

- Donor(s) Habitat for Humanity / various UKaid / Department for 
International Development (DFID)

UNDP / BRAC UKaid / Department for 
International Development (DFID)

European Community 
Humanitarian Office (ECHO) / 
Muslim Aid UK

Terre des Homme /
TSC Global

Australian High Commission /
British Women’s Association 
(Dhaka) / Housing & Hazards 
Group / UPPR

PROGRAMME

- Duration 2010 - to date 14 months: 1 February 2012 - 30 
March 2013

6 months: 2011 24 months: 2010 - 2012 24 months: 2008 - 2010 1 month: November 2011 2010 - 2013

- Cost Ongoing 1,150,740,504 BDT (£10,000,000) Undisclosed Undisclosed 260,672,610 BDT (£2,064,512) Undisclosed Undisclosed

- Location: district (sub-district) Various Jessore (Keshobpur, Monirampur), 
Satkhira (Tala, Satkhira Sadar, 
Debhata)

Satkhira (Shyamnagar) Satkhira (Shyamnagar) Bhola (Charfassion, Tojumuddin) 
/ Patuakhali (Mirzagonj) / Pirojpur 
(Bandaria, Nazirpur, Zianagar) / 
Bagerhat (Sharankhola) / Satkhira 
(Shyamnagar, Assasuni, Tala)

Barguna (Patharghata) Dinajpur (Dinajpur Sadar)

- Number of households Undisclosed 12,073 43 4 10,000 2 (roof provision) 10

PROCESS

- Beneficiary involvement - Plot provision
- Labour: general construction if 
applicable and available
- Veranda extension if eligible for 
phase two of the HfH ‘Save and 
Build’ scheme

- Plot provision
- Labour: earth filling with direct 
payment for time spent and loss 
of earnings, and transportation of 
materials to site
- Finishing touches: waterproof 
measures, stair access, turfing, 
veranda extension and tree 
planting, where desired

- Plot provision
- Labour: general construction if 
applicable and available
- Materials acquisition
- ‘Dream House’ design workshop
- Progress design workshops
- Community meetings

- Plot provision
- Labour: demolition and 
relocation of existing house / 
curing of RCC columns and mud 
blocks
- Materials: earth for plinth raising 
(approx. 2000 cft)
- Security: on-site materials & 
equipment

- Plot provision
- Labour: general construction if 
applicable and available
- Materials: wood and bamboo
- Financial contribution: 10-20%
- Community meetings

- Plot provision
- Labour: general construction if 
applicable and available
- Community meetings

- Plot provision
- Labour: demolition and 
relocation of existing house / 
curing of pad foundations and 
mud blocks / general construction
- Financial contribution: 10,000 
BDT per household
- Security: on-site materials and 
equipment

- Training provided - On site construction techniques - Two model shelters were 
constructed to aid comprehension 
of local builders and beneficiaries
- Hygiene promotion workshop

- Improved clay tile production - 16 masons and eight carpenters 
were trained in a variety of low-
carbon building/energy systems
- 15 local villagers were trained by 
CBO in M&E techniques

- In field workshops - In field workshops - On site construction techniques
- ‘Building For Safety’ workshops
- Cost consultations / savings 
groups
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habitat for humanity NARRI BRAC Practical Action Muslim Aid Terre des hommes SAFE

ShELTER

- Type Permanent Semi-permanent Permanent Permanent Transitional / permanent Permanent Semi-permanent

- Cost Undisclosed 79,055 BDT (£626) Undisclosed A: 164,120 BDT (£1379)
B: 142,852 BDT (£1200)
C: 136,107 BDT (£1144)
D: 142,630 BDT (£1199)

T: 24,921 BDT (£197)
P: 100,000 BDT (£792)

Undisclosed 39,597 BDT (£313)

- Size (external with veranda) Approx. 275 sq ft (26 m2) 246 sq ft (23 m2) Undisclosed 277 sq ft (26 m2) 112 sq ft - 320 sq ft (10 m2 - 30 m2) 433 sq ft (40 m2) 284 sq ft (26 m2)

DESIGN

- Number of rooms 1 1 1 1 1 2 2

- Number of storeys 1 1 2 1 1 2 2

- Roof type Gabled Gabled Hip Hip / dutch hip T: gabled / P: hip Hypar hat / double gable Gabled

- Veranda No No No Yes Transitional: no / permanent: yes No Yes

- Balcony No No Yes No No No Yes

- Kitchen No No No No No No Yes

- Latrine / sanitation Separate WASH programme Pit latrine No Pit latrine Separate WASH programme No No

- Rainwater harvesting No No No Yes No No No

- Solar energy No No No Yes No No No

CONSTRUCTION

- Foundations / plinth Brick wall with earth infill Brick wall with earth infill RCC columns / stilts Brick wall with earth infill Brick wall with earth infill n/a Pad foundations / stabilised earth

- Primary structure RCC columns RCC columns RCC columns A: RCC columns
B: RCC columns 
C: RCC columns & timber posts
D: RCC columns & timber posts

T: RCC columns
P: RCC columns

n/a Bamboo

- Walls Brick wall Bamboo mat Timber panels A: CI sheet & timber 
B: mud block & bamboo mat 
C: bamboo mat & timber
D: bamboo mat

T: CI sheet
P: brick wall

n/a Bamboo mat / recycled materials

- Openings Rebar Timber frame & timber shutters Timber frame & timber shutters A: timber frame & iron sheet
B: timber frame & iron sheet
C: timber frame & iron sheet
D: timber frame & iron sheet

T: timber frame & bamboo mat
P: timber frame & timber shutters

n/a Timber frame & bamboo slats

- Roof Timber frame & CI sheet Timber frame & CI sheet Timber frame & clay tiles A: timber frame & CI sheet 
B: timber frame & CI sheet 
C: timber frame & golpata 
D: timber frame & clay tiles 

T: timber frame & CI sheet 
P: timber frame & CI sheet 

Cellular lightweight concrete (CLC) Timber frame & CI sheet
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BRAC, the largest NGO on the planet, provided 43 cyclone 
resistant houses on stilts in Adarsha Gram, one of the most 
vulnerable areas of Bangladesh along the southern coast.  They 
worked with local craftsmen and homeowners to improve upon 
handmade terracotta tiles, celebrating this solution which was 
once commonplace across the region.

To make a house a home, some beneficiaries had plastered their 
houses or infilled junctions to achieve a more watertight finish.  An 
earthen aesthetic achieved.

Earth doesn’t feature high on the agenda of NGOs and this is 
largely due to time constraints, logistics and potential savings with 
manufacture of parts off site and bulk purchase.  However, as these 
shelter responses are minimal in the whole scheme of a country 
that is growing at such a rapid rate there is a real opportunity to 
work with populations to support them in improving the quality 
and longevity of their existing earthen residences.

SAFE

IS EARTh A PRIMARY BUILDING MATERIAL IN ThE ShELTER 
RESPONSES OF NGOS?

One of the first questions asked to headquarters and field staff 
when arranging logistics and site visits was, “Does earth feature 
in your design solution?”  A simple no was the common response.  
Prior to the analysis this seemed a missed opportunity.  Although in 
most solutions earth is perhaps not the primary building material, 
in all those visited it did feature.

In the NARRI design for example, the largest shelter programme to 
be rolled out across Bangladesh, the field staff were working with 
residents to promote plinth embankments to help support the brick 
retaining walls which had been designed using only a single leaf.  
This remedial measure responded to a number of failures caused 
by lateral pressure.  Financial support was also made available for 
those households unable to acquire earth from their own land or 
to support travel costs if acquiring earth from further afield.

An Opportunity Missed?





[chapter 3] building project
The final period of research involved collaboration with the local population of Nobu para, a hamlet in the northwest district of Dinajpur, 
to create a prototype house utilising earth as a primary building material.

Participation at all stages from beneficiary identification to construction was key.  Design consultations, community meetings, workshops, 
on site discussions and training ensured a human centred process, this two-way dialogue essential to achieving successful communication 
of outputs.  A range of community engagement methods were used including model making, through song and local artists.  The 
organisation Simple Action For the Environment (SAFE) acted as the local partner throughout, offering insight into the area, providing 
expertise in traditional construction techniques and in-country support.

The low-cost building offers an appropriate sustainable solution to housing in the region, aiming to reduce the impact of floodwaters on 
structures and livelihoods.
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Dinajpur District
The chosen site area is Sundarban, one of the 2,131 villages of Dinjapur district in northwest Bangladesh. 

Dinjapur was established as a district in 1786, under another name.  The specific region known today as Dinajpur was formed in 1984.  
It is believed the name stems from the chief Raja Ganesh of North Bengal, who when ruling this area during the early 15th Century A. D. 
adopted the title Danujamardanadeva.44

Key facts and figures of Dinajpur district:45

OVERVIEW
Latitude / longitude: 25o10’ - 26o04’ north / 88o23’ and 89o18’ east
Area:   3444.3 sq km
Forested area:  78.9 sq km
Major rivers:  Atrai, Dhepa, Kanchan, Punarbhaba
Administration:  13 upazilas / 101 unions / 1,926 mauzas / 2,131 villages / 8 Paurashavas / 75 wards / 246 Mahallas
Urbanisation:  15.2%

POPULATION
Population:  2,990,128
Annual growth rate: 1.2%
Density   868 persons / sq km
Ethic nationals:  The Santal and Oraon
Literacy:   52.4%
School attendance:  56.7%

ECONOMY
Main agricultural crops: Rice, wheat, sugarcane, jute, potato, vegetables, onion, garlic, oil seed
Main crops:  Mango, banana, jackfruit, lychee, blackberry, coconut
Main items of export: Rice, wheat, sugarcane, mango, lychee, jackfruit, molasses
Mineral resources:  Coal mine, hard rock mine

CLIMATE
Annual max. temperature: 33.5oC
Annual min. temperature: 10.5oC
Annual rainfall:  2536 mm

hOUSING
Households:  715,773
Average household size: 4.1
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PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
Site identification (Sundarban)
Household survey (Nobu para)
Beneficiary identification
Site analysis

PARTICIPATORY DESIGN
Consultations
Design work / drawings

LATRINE CONSTRUCTION
Foundations
Structure / walls
Roof

SITE PREPARATION
Temporary house construction
Existing house demolition
Mud-crushing
CSEB production

hOUSE CONSTRUCTION
Foundations
Pad foundations (katla)
CSEB walls
Bamboo ring beams (ladders)
Primary bamboo structure
Timber windows / door
Bamboo slat preparation
Roof structure
CI sheet connection
Wall frames and covering
CSEB wall plastering
Bamboo windows / door
Foundation plastering
Stairs
Veranda / balustrade
Upper / lower earth floors
Upper storage / internal ceiling

MAINTENANCE
Waterproof paint measures
Bamboo cleaning
Snagging

hANDOVER
Client
Community
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Project Team Members

BIDU
Section Leader - Carpentry

BINOY
Section Leader - Carpentry

MOSNU
Section Leader - Bricklaying

ANANTO
Senior - Bamboo Specialist

APU
Site Supervisor / Logistics

JO
Architect / Project Manager

KONUC
Section Leader - Bamboo

BIKASh
Senior - General Construction

SORDAR
Senior - Earth Specialist

SURIN
Senior - Bamboo Specialist

DOKhINA
Junior - General Construction
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Additional key construction workers:
Alongir / Dhonishor / Jahidul 
Joguy / Mona / Ukil

SURIN
Senior - Bamboo Specialist

ChANDRO
Junior - General Construction

AZIT
Engineer / Vernacular Specialist

PULIN
Local Advisor

PORIMOL
Local Advisor

PhILIPPA
Architect / General Construction

PILVI
Interiors / General Construction

DOKhINA
Junior - General Construction

TUShAR
Junior - General Construction

UZZAL
Junior - General Construction

Design / site management

SAFE support staff

Core construction workers

Volunteers

Support construction workers
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The Process
One of the most important drivers was the participatory approach, 
to include the local population in all aspects of the work and use 
a range of human centred methods to not only gain a real insight 
but also ensure transparency and in the end ownership of the 
intervention.

The project began with a period of site identification.  Four ‘paras’ 
within Sundarban village were visited to assess the location, local 
needs and reception - Bania, Nobu, Shiptulidanga and Teli.  Nobu, 
the smallest of the four, offered a range of housing conditions in a 
confined community.  A household survey of the nine residences 
within the hamlet was then undertaken to document assets and 
livelihood indicators.

The first community meeting involved a presentation of the project 
and the research aspects, along with an opportunity for the 
residents to nominate the beneficiary household.  Following the 
household survey the design team had identified two households 
(four and five) as potential beneficiaries; however the decision 
in its entirety was with representatives of Nobu para.  A range 
of individuals including men, women, young adults and elderly 
persons discussed the issue, concluding with household five.

Over the following three weeks, the design team remained on 
site documenting family interaction, space utilisation, household 
chores, site boundaries and topography alongside analysing 
current housing conditions, needs and creating a vision for the 
future.  Design meetings with both the beneficiary household and 
the wider community were held throughout the design process to 
ensure an appropriate and user driven scheme.  A ‘Building For 
Safety’ workshop provided a platform to discuss design details, 
construction techniques and materiality.

Once the para representative offered his blessing, work began on 
site.  The design and construction team were on hand to provide 
daily updates and to answer any questions as they arose.  The 
project concluded with a period of handover including discussions 
of maintenance requirements and a community celebration.
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Household Survey
household 1 household 2 household 3 household 4 household 5 household 6 household 7 household 8 household 9

DEMOGRAPhICS

Household size 
(number of persons 
residing)

4 
(father / mother / son / 
daughter)

4 
(father / mother / son / 
mother-in-law)

6
(father / mother / 3 
daughters / mother-in-
law)

8
(father / mother / son / 
daughter / mother-in-
law / daughter-in-law / 
granddaughter)

5
(father / mother / 2 sons / 
daughter)

7
(father / mother / son / 2 
daughters / mother-in-law 
/ housekeeper)

8
(father / mother / 3 sons / 
daughter / mother-in-law / 
daughter-in-law)

4
(father / mother / son / 
daughter)

4
(father / mother / son / 
father-in-law)

Professional fields of 
activity 
(agriculture / industry / 
service)

- Father works own 
agricultural land

- Father works own 
agricultural land

- Father works own 
agricultural land

- Father works as a bus 
assistant
- Son works as a day 
labourer

- Father works as a day 
labourer

- Father works own 
agricultural land

- Father works own 
agricultural land

- Father works own 
agricultural land
- Household has a 
seasonal rice business

- Father works own 
agricultural land and as 
night security at the pre-
school

Estimated annual income 
(BDT)

30 - 36,000
(selling produce to 
market)

50,000
(selling produce to 
market)

200,000
(selling produce to 
market)

- Father: 150 - 200 BDT 
per day (permanent job)
- Son: 150 - 200 BDT per 
day (seasonal)

- Father: 150 - 200 BDT 
per day (seasonal)

100,000
(selling produce to 
market)

300,000
(selling produce to 
market)

50,000
(selling produce to market 
and maintaining business)

100,000
(selling produce to market 
and salary)

hOUSE / ASSETS

Tenancy of house 
(own / rented / rent free)

Own Own Own Own Own Own Own Own Own

Household plot size
(semi private space - m2)

73.7 109.8 193.7 125.4 49.8 230.9 189.6 216.0 155.6

Type of structure 
( jhupri / katcha non-
durable / katcha durable / 
semi-pucca / pucca)

- Main house: semi-pucca
- Outhouses: katcha nd

- Main house: semi-pucca
- Outhouses: katcha nd

- Main house: semi-pucca
- Outhouses: katcha nd

- Main house: katcha d
- Outhouses: katcha nd

- Main house: katcha d
- Outhouses: katcha nd

- Main house: katcha d
- Outhouses: katcha nd

- Main house: semi-pucca
- Outhouses: katcha nd

- Main house: semi-pucca
- Outhouses: katcha nd

- Main house: katcha d
- Outhouses: katcha nd

Total number and function 
of buildings or rooms 
within complex 

5 
(2 living spaces / kitchen / 
animal shed / storage)

6
(2 living spaces / kitchen 
/ animal shed / storage / 
prayer room)

5 
(2 living spaces / kitchen / 
animal shed / storage)

6
(3 living spaces / kitchen 
/ animal shed / prayer 
room)

3
(living space / animal shed 
/ storage)

5
(living space / kitchen / 
animal shed / storage / 
washroom)

9
(5 living spaces / kitchen / 
animal shed / storage)

6
(3 rooms / kitchen / 
animal shed / storage)

5
(2 living spaces / kitchen / 
animal shed / storage)

Source of drinking water 
(tap / tubewell / other)

Tubewell 
(shared with neighbouring 
household)

Tubewell
(personal)

Tubewell
(personal)

Tubewell
(community facility)

Tubewell
(community facility)

Tubewell
(personal)

Tubewell
(personal)

Tubewell
(personal)

Tubewell
(personal)

Toilet facilities 
(sanitary with water seal 
/ sanitary with no water 
seal /  non-sanitary / 
none)

None 
(use nearby river)

None 
(use nearby river)

None 
(use nearby river)

None 
(use nearby river)

None 
(use nearby river)

Pit latrine – sanitary with 
water seal
(personal)

None
(use nearby river)

None
(use nearby river)

None
(use nearby river)

Electricity connection None None None None None None None None None

Additional land size
(acres)

1.5 1.5 2.5 None None 4.5 4 0.25 1

Number of livestock 2 cows / 2 goats 3 cows / 2 goats 5 cows / 2 goats 2 cows / 3 goats 1 cow 4 cows / 6 goats 6 cows / 4 goats 4 cows / 5 goats 2 cows / 3 goats
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household 1 household 2 household 3 household 4 household 5 household 6 household 7 household 8 household 9

DEMOGRAPhICS

Household size 
(number of persons 
residing)

4 
(father / mother / son / 
daughter)

4 
(father / mother / son / 
mother-in-law)

6
(father / mother / 3 
daughters / mother-in-
law)

8
(father / mother / son / 
daughter / mother-in-
law / daughter-in-law / 
granddaughter)

5
(father / mother / 2 sons / 
daughter)

7
(father / mother / son / 2 
daughters / mother-in-law 
/ housekeeper)

8
(father / mother / 3 sons / 
daughter / mother-in-law / 
daughter-in-law)

4
(father / mother / son / 
daughter)

4
(father / mother / son / 
father-in-law)

Professional fields of 
activity 
(agriculture / industry / 
service)

- Father works own 
agricultural land

- Father works own 
agricultural land

- Father works own 
agricultural land

- Father works as a bus 
assistant
- Son works as a day 
labourer

- Father works as a day 
labourer

- Father works own 
agricultural land

- Father works own 
agricultural land

- Father works own 
agricultural land
- Household has a 
seasonal rice business

- Father works own 
agricultural land and as 
night security at the pre-
school

Estimated annual income 
(BDT)

30 - 36,000
(selling produce to 
market)

50,000
(selling produce to 
market)

200,000
(selling produce to 
market)

- Father: 150 - 200 BDT 
per day (permanent job)
- Son: 150 - 200 BDT per 
day (seasonal)

- Father: 150 - 200 BDT 
per day (seasonal)

100,000
(selling produce to 
market)

300,000
(selling produce to 
market)

50,000
(selling produce to market 
and maintaining business)

100,000
(selling produce to market 
and salary)

hOUSE / ASSETS

Tenancy of house 
(own / rented / rent free)

Own Own Own Own Own Own Own Own Own

Household plot size
(semi private space - m2)

73.7 109.8 193.7 125.4 49.8 230.9 189.6 216.0 155.6

Type of structure 
( jhupri / katcha non-
durable / katcha durable / 
semi-pucca / pucca)

- Main house: semi-pucca
- Outhouses: katcha nd

- Main house: semi-pucca
- Outhouses: katcha nd

- Main house: semi-pucca
- Outhouses: katcha nd

- Main house: katcha d
- Outhouses: katcha nd

- Main house: katcha d
- Outhouses: katcha nd

- Main house: katcha d
- Outhouses: katcha nd

- Main house: semi-pucca
- Outhouses: katcha nd

- Main house: semi-pucca
- Outhouses: katcha nd

- Main house: katcha d
- Outhouses: katcha nd

Total number and function 
of buildings or rooms 
within complex 

5 
(2 living spaces / kitchen / 
animal shed / storage)

6
(2 living spaces / kitchen 
/ animal shed / storage / 
prayer room)

5 
(2 living spaces / kitchen / 
animal shed / storage)

6
(3 living spaces / kitchen 
/ animal shed / prayer 
room)

3
(living space / animal shed 
/ storage)

5
(living space / kitchen / 
animal shed / storage / 
washroom)

9
(5 living spaces / kitchen / 
animal shed / storage)

6
(3 rooms / kitchen / 
animal shed / storage)

5
(2 living spaces / kitchen / 
animal shed / storage)

Source of drinking water 
(tap / tubewell / other)

Tubewell 
(shared with neighbouring 
household)

Tubewell
(personal)

Tubewell
(personal)

Tubewell
(community facility)

Tubewell
(community facility)

Tubewell
(personal)

Tubewell
(personal)

Tubewell
(personal)

Tubewell
(personal)

Toilet facilities 
(sanitary with water seal 
/ sanitary with no water 
seal /  non-sanitary / 
none)

None 
(use nearby river)

None 
(use nearby river)

None 
(use nearby river)

None 
(use nearby river)

None 
(use nearby river)

Pit latrine – sanitary with 
water seal
(personal)

None
(use nearby river)

None
(use nearby river)

None
(use nearby river)

Electricity connection None None None None None None None None None

Additional land size
(acres)

1.5 1.5 2.5 None None 4.5 4 0.25 1

Number of livestock 2 cows / 2 goats 3 cows / 2 goats 5 cows / 2 goats 2 cows / 3 goats 1 cow 4 cows / 6 goats 6 cows / 4 goats 4 cows / 5 goats 2 cows / 3 goats
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The Beneficiary Homestead

SEMI-PUBLIC ZONE
Kitchen garden
Raised mound / covered trellis
Washing area
Agricultural preparation space

SEMI-PRIVATE ZONE
Prayer space / Hindu shrine
External storage
Internal yard (food preparation)
Veranda (hospitality / dining)
Animal shelter (evening time)
Kitchen

PRIVATE ZONE
Living / sleeping space

KEY

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10

11

DIMENSIONS

Plot:   2375.6 sq ft  (220.7 m2)
Fenced area:  536.0 sq ft  (49.8 m2)
House and veranda: 301.4 sq ft (28.0 m2)
House internal  80.7 sq ft  (7.5 m2)
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SEMI-PUBLIC ZONE
Kitchen garden
Raised mound / covered trellis
Washing area
Agricultural preparation space

SEMI-PRIVATE ZONE
Prayer space / Hindu shrine
External storage
Internal yard (food preparation)
Veranda (hospitality / dining)
Animal shelter (evening time)
Kitchen

PRIVATE ZONE
Living / sleeping space
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TARINDARO ShAYARANI hIMAN DORIThRI BILASh

ChALLENGES
- Particularly small internal room to house five individuals.  It 
is likely that when Himan and Bilash reach marriageable age, 
the number of residents will further increase, compounding the 
issue of space.
- Degradation of earthen walls due to heavy rains and 
standing water.  Despite the 450 mm thickness, the walls are 
unstabilised and poorly compacted requiring intensive, ongoing 
maintenance which the household struggle to contend with.
- Unsanitary conditions including a shared kitchen and animal 
shelter, and lack of latrine
- Unsafe kitchen conditions

VISIONS FOR ThE FUTURE
- Durable construction to withstand a range of natural hazards 
including storms, monsoon rains and flash floods
- Increased space provision
- Separation of internal rooms, to allow for a designated space 
for the parents
- Potential for further separation of space with the likely addition 
of daughter-in-laws and grandchildren
- A substantial veranda for mealtimes and use during hospitality
- Less maintenance requirements of the floor, walls and roof
- Increased plinth height
- Designated kitchen with improved cook stove
- Provision of a sanitary latrine
- Preservation of the kitchen garden or new allocation of space

The Beneficiary Household
The household comprises five individuals; father, mother and three 
children.  Tarindaro works as a day labourer, predominantly in 
seasonal agricultural work, with irregular opportunities.  Shayarani 
is a housewife, caring for Bilash who is not yet school age, 
attending to the livestock and maintaining the existing dwelling.  
Additional chores include cooking and cleaning.  The two eldest 
children attend the local primary and secondary schools, not yet 
old enough to contribute to the household income.

Incomings are limited therefore and although they own the plot on 
which they reside they do not own any further agricultural land.  
An ongoing loan agreement allows for bulk purchase of foodstuffs 
every month, particularly rice, with supplementary vegetables and 
spices grown within a small kitchen garden.  Banana plants and 
betelnut trees are also present on site.

The household does not own a personal water source; a communal 
tubewell is available within Nobu para.  There is no sanitation 
facility; ponds and the nearby Atrai river are used.  Currently Nobu 
para is not connected to the grid, which effectively means activities 
undertaken after sunset are completed by paraffin lantern.

During the day Shayarani frequently works within the semi-public 
zone, where the livestock are left to graze.  The calf shares the 
veranda in the evening, which also doubles as the kitchen.  Cooking 
facilities involve a simple earthen oven with limited means of 
ventilation.
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Concept Model
Veranda

Parent’s room

Vertical circulation

Children’s room

Kitchen

Balcony

1 2

3

4

6

5

7

8

9

10

Dropped ceiling, bamboo weave
Overhead storage, split bamboo
Ventilated space
Top hung panoramic windows, bamboo
Perforated screen, bamboo
Concrete casts within walls to support bamboo posts
Deep set windows, timber
Improved cook stove with ventilation
Perforated ventilation, bamboo
Appropriately positioned kitchen windows, bamboo

DESIGN DETAILS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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Communication Techniques
From an early stage, means of representation was an identified concern to ensure the 
beneficiary household, community, design team and construction staff were able to 
comprehend all elements of the scheme.

A variety of techniques were used and these evolved throughout the design process.  
Physical modelling became the key method of communication
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- Mass modelling 
- Drawing in the earth 
- 2D Plans / sections / elevations 
- Building for safety workshop 
- Component modelling 

- Computer modelling / fly-throughs
- Rendered details 
- Structural modelling 
- On site team discussions / provisions for tea breaks
- On site community meetings
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Material Palette
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Kitchen garden
Ventilated improved pit (VIP) latrine
Veranda
Living / sleeping area - parents
Kitchen
Improved cook stove (bonda chula)
Stairs
Balcony
Living / sleeping area - children
Storage shelves

ROOF FIRST FLOOR

8 9

10

KEY

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

DIMENSIONS

Total area (house, veranda, balcony):  724.4 sq ft (67.3 m2)
House, internal (two rooms)   354.1 sq ft (32.9 m2)
Kitchen, internal    67.8 sq ft  (6.3 m2)
Percentage increase on existing (total area): 42%  
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Kitchen garden
Ventilated improved pit (VIP) latrine
Veranda
Living / sleeping area - parents
Kitchen
Improved cook stove (bonda chula)
Stairs
Balcony
Living / sleeping area - children
Storage shelves
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Latrine Construction Photographs

MATERIAL PURChASE
Acquiring bricks from a local supplier

MATERIAL PURChASE
Acquiring concrete rings from a local dealership

FOUNDATIONS / PLINTh
Bricklaying

CONCRETE PIT COVERS
Creating moulds within the earth prior to pouring

MATERIAL PURChASE
Creating split i-section metal clamps at New Bhushibundar
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CONCRETE PIT COVERS
Creating moulds within the earth prior to pouring

CLAMPS
Setting split i-sections in corner concrete pads

MATERIAL PURChASE
Creating split i-section metal clamps at New Bhushibundar

PITS
Laying concrete rings to create two adjacent pits
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PLUMBING SYSTEM
Setting ceramic pan and below-grade pipes

PLINTh
Compacting hardcore

PLINTh FINISh
Painting smooth concrete floor with a red wash, when wet

PITS
Sealing first pit with a concrete wash
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PLINTh FINISh
Painting smooth concrete floor with a red wash, when wet

PITS
Sealing first pit with a concrete wash

BAMBOO WALLS
Nailing bamboo slats to a timber frame

STRUCTURE
Nailing wall components to the cross-braced frame

DETAILING
Nailing bamboo slats to finish
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House Construction Axonometric
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House Construction Photographs

DEMOLITION
Tearing down existing house for recycling

STRIP FOUNDATIONS
Bricklaying

STRIP FOUNDATIONS
Foundations complete, with concrete dpc

SITE PREPARATION
Digging for foundations
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STRIP FOUNDATIONS
Bricklaying

STRIP FOUNDATIONS
Foundations complete, with concrete dpc

PAD FOUNDATIONS (KATLA)
Finishing katla to be cured for seven days

EARThEN WALLS
Bonding of CSEBs at corner connection

CLAMPS
Laying bamboo ring beam (ladder) every third course
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EARThEN WALLS
All courses complete

TIMBER WINDOWS AND DOOR
Detailing notches within the timber frames and lintels

PRIMARY BAMBOO STRUCTURE
Ratchet straps holding double veranda posts

COMPOSITE BAMBOO FLOOR
Bolting bamboo beams to mini posts cast into the earthen walls

BALCONY
Nailing bamboo slat floor to structure
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COMPOSITE BAMBOO FLOOR
Bolting bamboo beams to mini posts cast into the earthen walls

CROSS-BRACING
Securing structure through various cross-bracing measures

BALCONY
Nailing bamboo slat floor to structure

STAIRCASE CORE
Upper bamboo structure in place ready for staircase construction to begin
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STRUCTURE
Nailing bamboo slats to timber frame wall panels

FOUNDATIONS
Plastering the strip foundations, with gentle slope

STAIRCASE
Creating the stair core

BAMBOO WINDOWS
Checking internal window openings
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STAIRCASE
Creating the stair core

BAMBOO WINDOWS
Checking internal window openings

EARThEN FLOOR
Finishing stabilised compacted floor

EARThEN WALLS
Cleaning internal wall finish for plastering

CEILING
Cutting bamboo mat to create dropped ceiling panels
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SAFE RUNNING COSTS
- Salary
- Administration
- Local transport
- Motorbike fuel

COMMUNITY OUTREACh
- Meetings
- On-site
- Handover

LATRINE
- Labour
- Purchases
- Material transport
- Rental
- Repairs

hOUSE
- Labour
- Purchases
- Material transport
- Rental
- Repairs

Site Supervisor / logistics
Printing
Rickshaw / van / bus
Diesel / oil

Refreshments
General refreshments / topping-out ceremony
Celebratory meal

Various
See ‘LATRINE PURCHASES’
Van journeys
Diesel generator / waterpump
Manual press

Various
See ‘HOUSE PURCHASES’
Van journeys
Diesel generator / waterpump
Welding

PROJECT:  TOTAL COST

COST (GBP)

315.72
33.90

122.05
135.61

5.09
30.17
18.65

30.02
71.60
3.40
5.09
0.68

857.57
1381.37

18.52
19.92
0.85

3050.21

SUB (GBP)

607.28

53.91

110.79

2278.23

COST (BDT)

37250
4000

14400
16000

600
3648
2200

3710
8846
420
600
80

101180
162984

2185
2350
100

360553

SUB (BDT)

71650

6448

13656

268799

Project Breakdown

Contributions
LABOUR
- Latrine / house

GENERAL SITE
- Scaffolding

- Misc.

LATRINE
- Foundations

- Pit

hOUSE
- Foundations

- Structure

ITEMS

Various

Bamboo - borobash
Timber - general lumber
Grinding machine
CI sheet scissors

Sand
Bricks
Brick chips
Concrete rings

Cement
Bricks
Bamboo - borobash

DETAILS

20 untreated culms
12 pcs
Bolt cutting
CI sheet trimming

As needed, from Atrai river
100 x grade 3
[see above]
2 large

4 x 50 kg bags
3000 x grade 3
5 untreated culms

RECEIVED FROM

Beneficiary household

SAFE
SAFE
New Bhushi metal shop
New Bhushi metal shop

Beneficiary household
Beneficiary household

Beneficiary household

Community
Extended family
Community
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DETAILS

2 x 50 kg bags
100 x grade 3
5 pcs

6 large
1 kg 250 g
1 pc, glazed ceramic
1 pc
1 pc, 9 ft
1 pc, 9 ft
1 pc
1 pc
1 pc
1 pc

10 treated culms
Various, purchased per cft
4 pcs : 7 ft
8 in
1 kg 500 g
6 pcs
400 g
200 g
1 bag
2 pcs
325 g

TOTAL COST

Latrine Purchases
FOUNDATIONS
- Strip foundations

LATRINE
- Pit
- Concrete cover
- Plumbing system

ENCLOSURE
- Walls / door / roof

- Additions

ITEMS

Cement
Bricks
I-section metal clamps

Concrete rings
Metal wire
Pan
Plastic syphon
Plastic transfer pipe
Plastic gas pipe
Plastic t-section
Plastic ban pipe
Plastic vent pipe
Plastic net

Bamboo - borobash
Timber - general lumber
CI sheets
Bolts
Nails
Hinges
Screws
Metal washers
Plastic washers
Metal chains
Nylon rope

COST (BDT)

910
500
70

600
125
550
75

144
117
40
45
10
10

3000
1160
880
136
198
78
60
42
5

26
65

8846

COST (GBP)

7.36
4.05
0.57

4.86
1.01
4.45
0.61
1.17
0.95
0.32
0.36
0.08
0.08

24.28
9.39
7.12
1.10
1.60
0.63
0.49
0.34
0.04
0.21
0.53

71.60
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House Purchases
GENERAL SITE
- Electricity generation
- Rain protection
- Scaffolding

- Waterproofing

- Finishing

- Misc.

CSEB PRODUCTION
- Blocks

- Manual press

FOUNDATIONS
- Strip foundations

- Pad foundations (katla)

ITEMS

Diesel
Polythene
Jute rope
Nylon rope
Sandpaper
Enamel paint
Paint brushes
Blades
Brush
Foam
Metal sharpener
Tape measure
Pencils

Cement
Sand
Nails
Metal handle

Cement
Sand
Bricks
I-section metal clamps
Plate metal clamps
Metal rods
Metal wire

DETAILS

27 L
3 kg 117 g
500 g
4 kg 500 g
Rust removal
‘Smoke grey’ colour
2 pcs
6 pcs, bolt trimming
Plaster cleaning
Plaster cleaning
Various tools
15 m
6 pcs

9 x 50 kg bags
2 trolleys
500 g
Replacement

15 x 50 kg bags
1 trolley
800 x grade 3
7 pcs
2 pcs
8 kg 363 g
2 kg 545 g

COST (BDT)

1820
467
20

542
30

110
40

150
20
30
35
90
48

4000
1400

39
35

6700
700

3023
131
220
537
205

COST (GBP)

15.43
3.96
0.17
4.59
0.25
0.93
0.34
1.27
0.17
0.25
0.30
0.76
0.41

33.90
11.87
0.33
0.30

56.79
5.93

25.62
1.11
1.86
4.55
1.74
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DETAILS

223 treated culms
5-14 in
General - bamboo setting
2 kg
8 x 50 kg bags
25 x 50 kg bags
3 untreated culms
7 x 50 kg bags
Various, purchased per cft
9 kg 750 g
42 pcs: 7 / 8 / 9 ft
14 pcs: 6 ft
1 kg 750 g
12 bags
3 kg 415 g
2 rolls

Various, purchased per cft
2 pcs
4 pcs
2 pcs
2 pcs
Support, 6 in
Various, purchased per cft
2 pcs
4 pcs
4 pcs
Various, purchased per cft
2 in
Various
1 kg 500 g
23 pcs
10 pcs
10 pcs
2 pots

Including installation

TOTAL COST

hOUSE
- Structure / stairs

- Stabilised floors

- Earthen walls

- Bamboo slat walls

- Ceiling / roof

WINDOWS / DOORS
- Timber door  (1) / bamboo doors (2)

- Timber windows (2)

- Bamboo slat windows (4)
- Additions

IMPROVED COOKSTOVE 
- Bonda chula

ITEMS

Bamboo - borobash
Bolts / nuts / washers
Rope
Polythene
Sand
Mud
Bamboo - makla
Cement
Wood - general lumber
Nails
CI sheets
CI sheet ridges
Metal washers
Plastic washers
Screws
Bamboo mat

Wood - mahogany
Box-section metal clamps
I-section metal clamps
U-section metal clamps
Ball bearings
Metal pipe
Wood - ampata
L-section metal clamps
U-section metal clamps
Ball bearings
Wood - general lumber
Bolts
Screws
Nails
Hinges
Handles
Locks
Wood glue

Stove / pipe / vent

COST (BDT)

66900
9675
157
752
800

2500
345

3215
4500
1653

22300
1900
215
65

640
3680

11492
120
240
200
320
70

3900
74

360
350

3511
72

189
122
640
503
330
102

700

162984

COST (GBP)

567.03
82.00
1.33
6.37
6.78

21.19
2.92

27.25
38.14
14.01

189.01
16.10
1.82
0.55
5.42

31.19

97.40
1.02
2.03
1.70
2.71
0.59

33.06
0.63
3.05
2.97

29.76
0.61
1.60
1.03
5.42
4.26
2.80
0.86

5.93

1381.37
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Final Photographs
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Conclusion
There is a need to work with local communities to strengthen the 
capabilities of individuals and families, to improve shelter construction 
technologies and techniques based on successful existing practices, 
to offer modest improvements and this includes the use of earth.  A 
participatory approach is just one of the many aspects needed to 
encourage community self-reliance rather than dependence on aid.

Architects are a luxury, engineering advice is costly.  People all over 
the world are building their own houses and will continue to do so.  
The research project highlights that earth is a key component of 
construction in areas with limited assets across Bangladesh and it is 
very much part of the future of this country.
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Bangladesh 2012-2013: RIBA Boyd Auger
26 SEPTEMBER 2012
 
On 11 July 2012 I returned home to my little room in Sundarban village after a day of 
harvesting raw materials for our upcoming plaster testing.  I turned on my laptop and 
waited for the internet cogs to turn.  

You’ve got mail...

My passion and future career direction is to focus on development and disaster relief 
architecture.  The drive is to create innovative architectural and associated infrastructure 
solutions that are sensitive to the environment, culture and traditions whilst responding to 
the needs of affected populations following natural disasters and conflicts.  

I hope to become increasingly involved with international humanitarian work, disaster 
relief response and development in areas with limited assets.  From an early stage, 
environmental design and the idea that architecture began with the human need for 
shelter has been key in my architectural education. 

“Dear Jo,

RIBA Boyd Auger Application

I wanted to let you know that the RIBA Research Grants sub-committee met yesterday to 
judge the winner of this year’s RIBA Boyd Auger scholarship.  I am delighted to let you 
know that they unanimously supported your application and would like to offer you the 
scholarship.

I think you are in Bangladesh at the moment, so appreciate that communications will be 
difficult.  Congratulations on being selected by the panel.  Your application stood out as 
exceptional both for the content of your research proposal, as well as your personal 
passion and dedication for this specific area of study.

Kind regards,
Education Projects Coordinator

Royal Institute of British Architects
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Following on from my work with Simple Action For the Environment (SAFE) in northwest 
Bangladesh over the last three months, this project will focus on ‘The Role of Earth 
Architecture and Construction within a Disaster Risk Reduction Framework for Areas at 
Risk of Flooding across Bangladesh’.  With the ever-present threat of natural disasters, 
the reality that nearly half the population of Bangladesh is living on less than $1 a day,46 

alongside cultural significance it is vital to consider the cost of materials and their life 
cycle.  

Interestingly, the latest Household Income and Expenditure (HIES) completed by the 
Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics (BBS) clearly indicates the importance of earth as a 
construction material for residences both in rural and urban areas.  In total up to 80% of 
housing structures use brick as the primary wall material (17% mud / unburnt brick, 25% 
brick / cement, 38% CIS / brick / wood) with the remaining 20% using other materials, 
including bamboo.47

The research project can be provisionally broken down into three stages; analysis of 
existing conditions and emergency response options, on-site development of improved 
earth construction techniques and the building of a low-cost prototype house.

Thailand...  Relaxation?
27 SEPTEMBER 2012

Having travelled to India on my last visa run, I seek an alternative destination...  Choices, 
choices.  What have I been craving in Bangladesh that I may be able to experience 
elsewhere?  

A FeW NecessItIes BeFore the proJect BeGINs
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The answer - the opportunity to swim. 

Construction in the heat and humidity at times has been utterly exhausting.  Despite 
living only moments away from the peaceful Atrai river, as a woman in Bangladesh I must 
be fully clothed to go for a dip.  Walking back through the village dripping and slipping 
through the mud is of course highly amusing, particularly for my neighbours, but a change 
from this norm would be welcomed.

So, I book a flight to Thailand and land in Bangkok at 6.30 am.  I am running on no sleep 
and still reeling from the seven-hour overnight bus from Dinajpur to Dhaka the day before.  
With my body in a delicate state and my brain a little frazzled, I don’t think to check as 
I pick up an innocent travellers backpack and ignore the fact my own is only moments 
behind. I breeze past security and head for my hotel.  As a treat my mum, a.k.a. my 
saviour on many a foreign adventure gone wrong, has booked two nights in a glorious 
hotel in central Bangkok, with a rooftop swimming pool overlooking the city, minibar (full 
of delights I can’t afford) and king size bed with crisp, clean, brilliantly white sheets.

When I arrive I am greeted with an ice-cold mango juice and a porter who will not take 
no for an answer when I refuse to let him help with my luggage.  I am too early to check 
in so not to waste a moment I head off in a taxi to the Bangladesh Embassy to apply for 
a new visa.  I’m first in line and hand my passport over...  perfect service.  When I gather 
my things I walk 200 m to the main road and jump back in a taxi, bound for my hotel, en 
route to a full day of swimming and siesta.  Now so far it appears my Thai adventure is 
the perfect way to unwind, but things are about to take a turn.

When I pull up to the reception alarm bells start to ring as I realise my bag is unzipped.  I 
can’t seem to locate my purse (a large, currently unrecognisable makeup bag that holds 
my entire life in its belly).  I take a deep breath and try not to panic.  After three attempts 
at unpacking every item I am resigned to the fact that one very skilful human being has 
relieved me of my security net...  a serious amount of Bangladesh taka and Thai baht, my 
visa cards, driving license, immunisation cards, yellow fever certificate, UK SIM card and 
more devastatingly the irreplaceable contact details of all those I have met over the last 
three months.

Who should I call first...  my bank, the police, the Embassy (perhaps a little extreme)!?  No 
my mum, she’ll be able to fix my mess.  She picks up the phone after the first ring, 

It turns out, when I picked up the wrong backpack and left my own, the airline rang my 
home (5 am UK time).  On hearing that my plane had landed and I was no longer at the 

“Jo, Jo! Are you alright, where are you, who are you with?”
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airport, having left my belongings circling the conveyor belt, her worst (and constant) 
nightmare was realised...  I must have been abducted and was most likely being trafficked 
at this very moment somewhere across South Asia.  After reaching this conclusion she 
informed my sister in New York of the terrible news, who tried to remain calm and insist 
that I was a formidable girl, unlikely to have been escorted away without a fight.  I assume 
my actual news of the theft was somewhat of a relief.

With all parties informed I now had to endure the longest day of my life.  I returned to 
the scene of the crime, but no luck.  I borrowed a free ride to the police station to report 
the morning’s happenings.  I cancelled all my cards and requested emergency cash funds 
from VISA, and hustled my way back to the airport to return the semi-stolen luggage.  At 
11.30 pm I finally unlocked the door to my beautiful room, too tired to check out the free 
samples or turn on the television to be reunited with the BBC.

Over the next two days I was a prisoner in my own hotel, stranded without any money to 
wander the backstreets of Bangkok.  When I finally received my Western Union transfer 
the only option was to book a flight to the southern islands for some lazy beach days.

I will never be happier than to be reunited with a friend at the ferry port.  The days to 
follow would be filled with early morning swims before breakfast, fresh fruit and yoghurt 
at a café which was to become our local haunt, motorbike rides to secluded beaches, 
snorkelling, homemade ice-cream in freshly cut coconut bowls, grilled snapper at sunset 
and the odd mojito or two. 

Thailand...  I truly hate to leave you.

Phase One Introductions
14 OCTOBER 2012

Arriving back in Dhaka after three months in northern Bangladesh has its good AND bad 
points.  On the up side:

- A milky latte and life’s little treats ( jam, salt and vinegar crisps etc.) are on offer
- Change of pace
- Internet speeds that allow me to reconnect with the world outside
- Dinner and drinks with friends

Drawbacks:

- Traffic jams ensure you are squashed into a terrifyingly stuffy CNG for hours on end
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- Unclean air
- The need to bargain hard for non-‘bideshi’ (foreigner) prices
- At least double the cost for a banana (which taste better in Dinajpur)
- A concrete high-rise skyline, with limited connection to the land or waterscape
- Life apart from my new Bangladeshi family
- My broken Bangla is now redundant

Despite my addiction to crisps, I cannot wait to return to the countryside.  In the meantime 
I have meetings with various INGO headquarters to make my introductions, present the 
research project and arrange site visits for the coming few months. 

Over the last two weeks I have met with Muslim Aid, Terre des Hommes and UNDP 
making connections with the National Alliance for Risk reduction & Response Initiatives, 
(NARRI) consortium.  The plan is to head to Satkhira and work my way east along the 
coastal districts of Khulna and Barisal Divisions.

A 14 h Bus Extravaganza
15 OCTOBER 2012

With the wheels in motion and my first site visit set, I hop on a national coach for only £7 
and head to Satkhira.  Satkhira town is based in Satkhira Sadar upazila, in the Satkhira 
district of Khulna division...  confused?

The 14 hour journey takes me through Dhaka district to the Padma river where the driver 
expertly manoeuvres onto a small ferry, sparing no space to ensure maximum cargo.  The 
brown water doesn’t look too inviting, but local fishermen bathe at island edges and clean 
their catch.  As we touch down on solid ground the midday heat begins to rise. 

It’s time for some Hendrix, the perfect accompaniment to the dusty road ahead.  Through 
the district of Faridpur the vibrant green padi fields extend uninterrupted blending into the 
familiar landscape down through Magura and Jessore.  Before we hit the Indian border 
we turn south and road conditions worsen...  going is slow, at times almost impossible.  
Fields of water begin to replace the high, strong shoots and small changes catch my eye.  
Woven baskets float above the waters and basic bamboo dwellings with thatched roofs 
perch on stilts at the water’s edge.  This is shrimp farming country.

It is night when I arrive in the city.  Having no map and only a phone number for my hotel, 
I call the porter and pass my phone to a rickshaw driver. 

“Cholo” (let’s go)
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Site Visit - Solidarités International
17 OCTOBER 2012

My first meeting is with Solidarités International a French NGO, which began working in 
Bangladesh following Cyclone Sidr in November 2007.  Their intervention areas lie around 
the southern coast of Bangladesh in Cox Bazar and Satkhira districts, focusing on water 
and sanitation access, hygiene promotion, shelter construction and rehabilitation.48

In Satkhira, SI is working with the NARRI consortium in Tala, one of the most critical areas 
of the district.  As an introductory site visit, the Programme Manager arranges a couple of 
motorbikes for a 20 minute ride to a recently completed shelter.  The homeowners are at 
work in the fields, but other members of the community are keen to show me around and 
offer insight into the construction process and design advice for future builds, including:

- Longer eaves at all sides to provide adequate protection for the bamboo weave walls 
during periods of intense rainfall
- The inclusion of a veranda within the design, a traditional feature of all homes within 
the region
- An alternative solution to bamboo weave wall panels, often seen as a low-income 
material used for storage, outhouses and animal sheds
- Stabilisation for the internal compacted earth floor (possibly with the addition of 5 % 
cement / lime or with brick paving)

NARRI - Flood Resistant Shelter
18 OCTOBER 2012

Conceived in September 2010, the National Alliance for Risk reduction and Response 
Initiatives (NARRI) is a consortium of eight INGO’s and various technical partners working 
in DRR within Bangladesh.49  The aim is to strengthen international efforts and provide 
a coordinated response whilst collaborating with national government bodies and local 
partners.  In addition to achieving economies of scale through a holistic approach, the 
five-year strategy promotes shared learning and good practice.

The Flood Resistant Shelter (FRESH) project in the southwest region of Bangladesh is just 
one of the programmes currently running.  In July and August 2011 heavy rains, combined 
with drainage congestion and human induced factors led to prolonged waterlogging 
affecting 184,388 households.  

Alongside the issues of safe water supply, sanitation and food security the destruction and 
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damage of houses led to internal population displacement with many creating temporary 
shelters on roadsides and embankments or taking refuge in community buildings or on 
higher ground.

In response the FRESH project, funded by UKaid, aims to provide a combination of 
disaster resilient transitional shelters and WASH (water, sanitation and hygiene) support 
for those families severely affected.  The £10 million budget, the largest of its kind to 
take place in Bangladesh, will target 11,092 households in Assasuni, Debhata, Kalaroa, 
Satkhira Sadar and Tala sub-districts of Satkhira and in Keshabpur and Manirampur sub-
districts of Jessore.

The six implementing partners (Action Aid, CARE, Concern Worldwide, Islamic Relief, 
Oxfam, Solidarités International) are working with local partners (Banchte Shekha, 
Bhumija, Dalit, Shushilan, Shamadhan) to deliver the outputs, each heading a sub-district 
response.  The lead partner Oxfam introduced the project, which began in February 2012 
and is expected to be completed in January 2013.  The following issues were discussed:

- Joint Needs Assessment (JNA)
- Coordination
- Beneficiary selection, engagement and expenses
- Local Management Committees (LMCs)
- Land tenure issues
- Shelter design
- Material selection
- Sourcing, procurement and logistics
- Construction process
- Complaint and Response Mechanism (CRM) / accountability

I have been invited to visit various sites across the region to speak to beneficiaries about 
their views on work to date.

The FRESH shelter
18 OCTOBER 2012

The 11,092 transitional shelters and accompanying latrines currently under construction 
across the Satkhira district are a standardised design, the aim to balance disaster risk 
reduction, cost and coverage.  A Technical Committee was created, with each partner 
represented, to develop a design solution that would be appropriate for a range of sites 
and situations.  The scheme was readdressed at field level for feedback; however the 
beneficiaries were not consulted at this stage.
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The shelter design, costing around 78,000 BDT (£600.60), consists of a single room 
dwelling on a raised plinth (1 ft above predicted flood level) with single front access and 
pitched roof. 

The plinth is constructed of a single leaf brick wall on a brick slab, three layers deep with 
sand based hardcore.  The brick ‘extrusion’ features a cement plaster and compacted 
earthen infill.  Ten reinforced concrete pillars, independent of the plinth, are set at a 
minimum of 5 ft below finished internal ground level.  Timber wall plates and tie beams 
connect the primary structure with additional timber bracing and metal cross bracing for 
support.  Bamboo weave wall panels allow openings for one door and three windows 
primarily constructed of timber.  The timber roof truss supports a gable pitch with 
corrugated galvanised iron sheeting, extending 1 ft at all sides. 

The shelter materials and components are sourced both locally and further afield including 
Chittagong and Dhaka.  The decision to acquire CI sheets from Dhaka for example ensures 
quality across the board, limits misuse (minimises the opportunity to resell material as it 
has been stamped) and reduces costs through bulk buying.  However high transport costs 
and sustainability issues remain.

The shelter requires four local masons and four carpenters, constructed in situ over a 
period of five days.  Despite minimal input at design level, the beneficiaries contribute 
throughout the construction and evaluation phases.  The beneficiaries oversee quality 
control of materials, delivery delays and aid supervision contacting the appropriate 
partner or head office if complications arise.  The beneficiaries provide earth and labour 
for the plinth and support construction if possible.  External stairs, veranda additions and 
waterproofing measures are also within the beneficiary sphere of activity.

The partners offer support and advice through site visits and contact systems.  During 
the ‘raising of the plinth’ for example the beneficiaries are advised against the use of 
topsoil, which may contribute to reduced fertility.  If the beneficiaries are unable to acquire 
appropriate material additional financial aid between 2385 – 3000 BDT (£18.36 - £23.10) 
is available for transport costs.

Over the next weeks I will be investigating the advantages and disadvantages of this 
shelter approach.

Site Visit To Nagarghata - CARE
20 OCTOBER 2012

CARE has been working in Bangladesh for over 60 years initially delivering aid packages 
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to East Pakistan in 1949.  Their work covers a vast network of districts across Bangladesh 
with programmes focusing on agriculture, education, health, water and sanitation, 
nutrition, small enterprise development and infrastructure.50 

During today’s site visit to a small village in Nagarghata union (Tala upazila, Satkhira 
district, Khulna division) I was presented with direct comparisons between the new 
FRESH shelters and vernacular construction, the original constructions having taken on 
new functions such as store rooms and animal shelters.  Traditional housing in this area 
typically consists of single room dwellings built on earthen plinths. 

The earth is compacted in layers using a small wooden tool. Posts of bamboo or coconut 
timber, driven 3 ft within the plinth support a roof frame at four corners.  Wall materials 
are local and low cost, ranging from the long dried leaves of the golpata tree (‘Nypa 
Fruticans’, a palm species local to Sundarbans mangrove forest), jutesticks, supari (‘Areca 
Catechu’, a palm frequently referred to as the betelnut tree due to its fruit and leaf which 
when chewed have intoxicating and addictive qualities) and bamboo slats to recycled 
materials.  Ceramic roof tiles are a common sight, currently costing only 8 BDT (£0.06) 
per piece.  At least once a month plastering is required to maintain the plinth and provide 
adequate protection to vulnerable walls. 

In comparison the new FRESH shelters provide improved protection from heavy rains, 
rising water levels and strong winds.

LMC Meeting In Labsa - Islamic Relief
21 OCTOBER 2012

Islamic Relief began working in Bangladesh following the devastating effects of a tropical 
cyclone in 1991, concentrating efforts in both relief and development.51

A series of FRESH shelters have recently been constructed in villages across Labsa 
union (Satkhira Sadar upazila, Satkhira district, Khulna division) and feature a range of 
different beneficiary additions.  At construction, completion between 100 - 200 bricks and 
approximately half a bag of cement remain allowing homeowners to build external stairs, 
create internal floor paving or additional plinth edge detailing.  This additional material 
allocation no doubt adds to a sense of ownership and individuality.

During a visit to Binerpota ward, I was invited to attend a meeting with the Local 
Management Committee (LMC) regarding their perceived role throughout the process 
and accountability issues of partner organisations.  The primary objective of this civil 
society forum is to engage respective community members in monitoring, evaluation and 
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dispute resolution, also acting as a point for hygiene promotion and awareness.  LMCs 
are on the front line, formed of selected members of the community.

Questions were put to the floor, the responses indicating that the members were well 
informed, understood the complexity of their roles and had direct access to appropriate 
mechanisms. 

One of the most interesting aspects of the discussion related to beneficiary selection.  The 
process was deemed to be transparent and fair and it was agreed that economic factors 
played a key role in identification of households; however there was a genuine concern for 
their friends and neighbours who were unable to receive an improved shelter.

On The Road To Tala - Oxfam
22 OCTOBER 2012

In Bangladesh there are a range of weird and wonderful transport methods.  The most 
simple and basic vehicles are called vans, a stripped down version of the rickshaw with a 
wooden crate for comfort.  Rickshaws, driven by individuals with strength capabilities far 
beyond their tiny frames provide a little more comfort and minimal protection from those 
monsoon rains. 

Public transport is an entirely different beast. Buses packed to the rafters with people, 
packages and animals steam past in all directions.  You have to be willing to throw 
yourself at the open doors of a moving vehicle and if you make the jump forget all sense 
of personal space.  That said they are incredibly cheap...  fitting my budget perfectly. 

A common site in the bigger cities, are tiny green motorised three wheelers called CNGs.  
Like their acronym suggests, they run on compressed natural gas, a cleaner solution for 
an environment bombarded with traffic fumes.  Of course there are always taxis and 
hire cars, but I have to admit this is a stretch too far and I dream of a day that I might be 
invited into this hidden luxurious world.

If you’re travelling long distances, which seems to be a forte of mine you can choose 
between a seat on an air-conditioned coach (where you may lose your toes through 
frostbite) or standard coaches.  I always choose the latter; it’s certainly an adventure.  I 
have never descended without a story to tell. 

Road transport isn’t the only means to get around.  Bangladesh is a country that survives 
on the water that runs through its veins, the same water that threatens its very livelihood. 
Boats and ferries are always exciting.  However, I live for the motorbike. 
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Today is a good day, a motorbike adventure with Oxfam to visit villages in Tala union (Tala 
upazila, Satkhira district, Khulna division).  Bring it on.

When Will The Water Recede?
23 OCTOBER 2012

Not to be outdone by my motorbike adventures with Oxfam, SI accompany me to one 
of the worst affected areas in the upazila.  To reach these villages in Jalalpur union (Tala 
upazila, Satkhira district, Khulna division) we have to navigate bridges constructed of 
single bamboo culms and with flip flops in hand and trousers hiked up, wade through 
swamps.

In this region floodwaters have not receded for many months.  Compacted earthen 
plinths, which act to raise homes above flash floods, are unable to withstand the constant 
attack and individuals are unable to maintain their perimeters.  Without a closer look the 
vibrant green landscape may appear like fertile fields, but in reality this is algae, which 
has begun to flourish. 

Rice fields remain submerged, livestock resort to grazing by the roadside and many are 
forced to row boats to reach their front doors.

In recent years the UK has experienced several significant floods that have caused 
damage to housing particularly in low lying regions; however the waters have receded 
allowing those affected to commence rebuilding.  In Kanaidia village no such luck.  The 
need for improved housing is extensive.
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When we arrive the project managers are inundated with comments and questions.  With 
strict budgets SI are unable to provide shelters for the entire village.  Although beneficiary 
selection has been both transparent and extensive, there is often little difference between 
those who are fortunate enough to be selected and those who narrowly miss out on this 
opportunity.  As temperatures rise the team think on their feet to diffuse the situation.  We 
need a sacrificial act.

The next thing I know I am provided with a wooden carved stool and presented in front of 
a crowd of local villagers.  I am (discreetly) told to present my background, the purpose of 
my research and the need for local participation.  With a translator at my side 50 pairs of 
eyes are now on me.  When I set out on my architectural journey all those years ago, the 
very thought of a critique made my stomach lurch...  I find myself smiling as I realise this 
is exactly what those gruelling presentations have prepared me for. 

Practical Action Prototypes
3 NOVEMBER 2012

The aim of Practical Action’s work is to find appropriate solutions to the wide-ranging 
issues of poverty.  Technology is recognised as a key contributor to support livelihoods.  
Their work in Bangladesh focuses on reducing vulnerability and natural resource 
management, market and livelihood, and infrastructure services.52 

Unlike other NGOs, Practical Action has not participated in a typical shelter programme, 
but in 2010 collaborated in a small research project - Resilient Rural Housing in South 
West Bangladesh.53

The aim of the project was to develop a greater understanding of the challenges and 
processes involved in providing low-cost, low-carbon, locally delivered housing and the 
potential for livelihood generation.  The two-year piece of research, funded by UKaid and 
supported by RESET, involved extensive field analysis, collaborative design, construction 
training for 16 local masons and eight carpenters, and a M&E workshop for 15 
beneficiaries.  The conclusion was to create four prototype house designs using a variety 
and combination of materials, to allow direct comparisons for structural performance, 
occupancy functionality and climate resilience. 

“Firstly I would like to thank you all for taking the time to answer a few of my questions.  
My name is Jo Ashbridge and I am undertaking an independent research project.  
Today I am keen to learn more about traditional construction in your district, the 

problems you are facing with such floodwaters and your visions for the future...”
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The projects ranged from 1 lakh 20,000 BDT (£937) to 1 lakh 60,000 (£1249) and included 
a latrine, rainwater harvesting and solar power.

Despite the small scale of the initiative in Atulia union (Shyamnagar upazila, Satkhira 
district, Khulna division), the prototype research approach provided an interesting means 
for evaluation. 

Upon entering the two houses featuring CI sheets as roofing material, the spaces were 
hot and with the windows closed moderately uncomfortable.  The other two houses, 
featuring clay tiles and golpata leaf, were noticeably cooler and more comfortable.  
However during conversations with beneficiaries, although they recognised this comfort 
concern, all members stated their preference for CI sheeting, placing longevity and status 
issues above internal comfort conditions. 

Similarly the design option featuring timber posts exhibited a number of elegant details 
and perhaps offered a more sustainable solution to the RCC pillars, which are increasingly 
seen in shelter responses and are now commercially produced across Bangladesh.  
However, the perception of longevity again played a major part and the homeowners 
expressed their desire for RCC pillars in the future. 

‘Save And Build’ - Habitat For Humanity
7 OCTOBER 2012

Established in 1999, Habitat For Humanity Bangladesh is a branch of HfH International, 
which focuses on the construction of new homes, renovations, repairs, DRR, training in 
WASH and appropriate technologies, alongside innovative research into alternative low-
cost housing solutions.54

I visited a number of CORE houses, which were created through the ‘Save and Build’ 
scheme.  The idea is to bring 12 households together into a group.  Each member saves 
500 BDT (£3.92) a month for six months, the cost of one house.  When this target is 
achieved Habitat For Humanity provides a loan for an additional two houses.  After a 
further 18 months all 12 members will have received their house.  If each member of the 
group continues to save 500 BDT every month the entire loan will be repaid in six years.  
The incentive to achieve this repayment involves the opportunity to apply for a further 
loan to enable the construction of an extension. 

Advantages:

- Financial and housing opportunities are provided to households with limited assets. 
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Such households may not traditionally be eligible for such assistance.
- No interest rate ensures the beneficiaries are not at risk from cycling debt problems
- Full repayment of the loan is incentivised through additional loan schemes for home 
improvement
- There is an element of beneficiary design, without the ‘one size fits all’ approach 
frequently seen in shelter provision
- The group may provide support to individual members
- The loan is solely for house construction and the progress is monitored, with support 
from technical advisors

Disadvantages:

- Six years is a significant period of time to wait to improve upon house conditions 
and provide increased space.  Without the pressure of added interest for example, 
many families have sought to take out a loan from another lender to create housing 
extensions.  The first loan remains unpaid or slowed repayment progression is seen, 
the second loan exasperating the problem.
- Group membership may impose heavy burdens such as time, risk and loss of privacy
- Pressures may be enforced on individual members who are unable to maintain the 
saving increments due to unforeseen circumstances such as illness or family related 
issues or unemployment
- Additional support is needed to analyse the complex issues involved
- It has the characteristics of a development fad.  More evaluation is needed to analysis 
real results

Due to new government regulations in Bangladesh, NGOs are no longer permitted to 
issue loans.  Future shelter programmes must act as grants.  It is estimated that the HfH 
house design today would cost approximately 1 lakh 25,000 BDT (£980), a huge increase 
from 2004 due to a variety of reasons including material cost inflation.

Today I am able to talk to a number of beneficiaries within the city of Satkhira (Satkhira 
Sadar upazila, Satkhira district, Khulna division) about these issues.

Navigating The Southern Waterways
20 NOVEMBER 2012

I have acquired a new nickname; Jo the ‘Jajabar’ (wanderer).  Boarding the ferry by 
motorbike at a launch ghat en route to the city of Bagerhat... 

I think perhaps it’s true.
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Transitional Vs. Core - Muslim Aid
20 NOVEMBER 2012

In response to the cyclones in 1991, the Bangladesh field office of Muslim Aid was created.  

Their interventions include education, microfinance and SME, emergency response and 
humanitarian assistance, food security and nutrition, agriculture and livelihood, disaster 
risk reduction and climate change adaptation, community and maternal health and 
WASH.55

As I continue to travel through Khulna division, the shelter programmes stand out and I 
have begun to recognise the design responses by organisation.  During my time in Tala 
upazila with Solidarités International, the NARRI projects lie amongst transitional shelters 
provided by Cordaid and Muslim Aid for example.  When I arrive at Islamkati union (Tala 
upazila, Satkhira district, Khulna division) I am greeted with one of the most basic INGO 
shelter provisions and equally the lowest cost per unit. In 2010 each house cost 27,000 
BDT (£216), in 2011 approximately 40,000 BDT (£314).

The transitional shelter design rests on a compacted earth plinth, with four primary 
RCC pillars at each corner and bamboo or timber posts for additional support.  Both 
the walls and finished roof use CI sheets with the option of up to two doors and four 
windows constructed of timber.  The location of these openings is flexible to encourage 
participatory design and accommodate for external conditions such as wind direction.  
One of the most striking beneficiary additions is that of the veranda, clearly an important 
cultural and personal necessity.
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Having relocated to the city of Khulna during ‘festival season’ (The Hindu festival of Durga 
Puja, which celebrates the victory of Goddess Durga over the demon king, followed by 
the Muslim festival Eid-ul-Adha, which remembers the prophet Ibrahim’s willingness 
to sacrifice his son to God through the sacrifice of a four-legged animal shared among 
family, friends and the poor) I hop on a local bus for a three-hour drive to the neighbouring 
Bagerhat district to visit the alternative CORE shelters provided by Muslim Aid.

The vernacular begins to change.  Houses feature a small second storey, primarily for 
storage but used during times of severe flooding as respite.  Timber is increasingly used 
for wall panels and I am told following cyclone Aila in 2007, many of the more affluent 
households in the village opened up their larger residences, to accommodate displaced 
neighbours.

In Royenda union (Sarankhola upazila, Bagerhat district, Khulna division) many people are 
essentially on the front line of climate change.  The coastline is rapidly deteriorating and 
the threat of severe flooding and storms is ever apparent. 

This CORE house is a direct response, featuring a brick bound plinth which incorporates 
a veranda, brick external walls and CI sheet roof embedded in a pitched parapet.  
Interestingly, the inclusion of timber beams provides internal overhead storage and a 
possible mezzanine level, taking precedence from traditional housing design.  In 2009 
these houses cost approximately 1 lakh (£787) taking 45 days to complete using two 
skilled masons with the help of three beneficiaries.

Bawa Baby
26 NOVEMBER 2012

On my way home for Christmas I have decided to take a little detour to Sri Lanka.  After 
booking my ticket I turn on BBC World News to discover Cyclone Nilam has just hit the 
northern coast, displacing thousands of citizens.  Needless to say I am a little apprehensive 
to board the government-owned, Mihin Lanka flight, with only a three-plane fleet and 
recent reports of engine fires forcing emergency landings.  

As the plane descends it’s a sense of relief.  My pilgrimage through the home of 
environmental design is about to begin.  I take what will be the first of many local buses 
to Colombo and check-in to the dilapidated YMCA near the Fort. 

Geoffrey Bawa entered my life in 2004 during a theoretical architecture project set in an 
unused green space in central Bath, UK.  With a series of elevated walkways navigating 
the landscape, the existing trees became the real focus of my scheme. 
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I was instructed to research Mr Bawa’s work. 

In plan, section and elevation his love and dedication to nature is endless.  The delicacy 
of his hand-drawn works marries landscape to built form, resulting in one becoming an 
extension of the other.  Every tree is unique and therefore represented as such.  Highly 
detailed pieces contrast with bold, paired down sections.  Since this moment I have 
wanted to experience firsthand the reality inspired by such exquisite line drawings. 

Great architecture is timeless; the solutions inspired by philosophy, politics, society and 
the culture that envelopes it.  Great architects transform the idea of shelter to homes that 
elevate the spirit, they create public spaces that long to be experienced, the structures 
themselves are not merely the realisation of an idea but a celebration of life itself.  

As students we are provided with infinite case studies of greatness, beautiful photography 
transports us to ‘foreign lands’...  but greatness has to be experienced.  How can you 
convey the sense of light, understand the progression through space or feel what it feels 
to exist within those walls by simply collating data on a page.  Great architecture should 
go beyond its prize reviews.  A disappointment after so many years as his disciple might 
be too much to bear, but I can’t turn back now. 

First stop...  the Galley Café, previously the working office of the man himself constructed 
in 1961.  As I walk down the deserted Alfred House Road a plain, whitewashed wall 
beckons me in.  Terracotta tiles are stacked against the crumbling burnt yellow plaster, 
making it difficult to separate life from art. Indeed is there a separation?  The secondary 
sequence of spaces acts as a gallery, blurring the boundary between internal and external.  
The materials and colour palette, use of water and homage to the existing landscape is 
truly wonderful.  I am the sole customer having risen early to indulge.  I sit down at a table 
and order a jaggery ice cream topped with shaved candyfloss.

My journey continues as I wander down residential avenues.  I am looking for number 11, 
33rd Lane.  Mr Bawa bought the first of four bungalows in 1958, creating his own home 
in the city.56  A labour of love, he acquired the neighbouring bungalows over a number 
of years, formulating a residential labyrinth.  Several weeks ago I contacted the Geoffrey 
Bawa Trust to enquire about a visit, my enthusiasm must have been undeniable and I was 
offered a personal weekend tour, away from the madding crowds. 

I ring the bell and a small custodian answers.  As I remove my shoes the cool, polished 
white floor and escape from the midday heat is welcomed.  His house is mine to explore.  
The entrance corridor leads me past tiny internal courtyards, which bring natural light 
back into this introverted architecture.  The trees are treated as sculptures, left to grow 
and evolve naturally.  The ground floor rooms face onto an external courtyard, overgrown 
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and full of character.  I am overwhelmed to be surrounded by his collections, books and 
original drawings. 

As I ascend the spiral staircase up the tower I am presented with a sequence of framed 
views over the city.  A roof garden, with a cool breeze.  I should have brought my 
sketchbook.

I walk home through the streets of Colombo and edge towards South Beira Lake.  In 
1977 Mr Bawa created the Buddhist temple, Seema Malaka.  This series of blue tipped 
pavilions perches over the water, offering a peaceful place of worship.  The architecture 
both subtle and intricate.

The sun is beginning to set and I’ve been told the best place to see the burst of colour 
is along Galle Face Green, the coastal promenade.  Street vendors vie for my custom, 
selling traditional ‘short-eats’.  I am surrounded by countless children honing their kite 
flying skills, groups of women paddling in the surf and couples sharing their secrets.  I buy 
a prawn vadai or two.  Could a day get any better?

Dhaka Dhaka Everywhere
31 JANUARY 2013

After several meetings in Dhaka to work out logistics for the coming months, I book my 
bus ticket north hoping to test out a few bamboo jointing techniques and develop earthen 
plasters with my old friends at SAFE.  The list of supplies and equipment grows ever 
longer and it is never as easy as you might think.  It’s rare to find specialist vendors, and 
there are certainly no model shops.  I will have to approach things a little differently.  How 
can I represent bamboo at 1:20 scale...  louvred blinds?

Bangladesh likes to throw a few spanners in the works and I suddenly find myself 
confined to my Monipuripara oasis in the centre of the city due to a ‘hartal’ (violent strike) 
with more to follow next week.  I am currently living with a group of Catholic Sisters 
(even though this may seem like a highly unlikely venture), the result of a bizarre but 
serendipitous encounter last July.  On returning to the capital many months ago to renew 
my visa, I found myself wandering the streets trying to find a room for the night.  With 
several conferences being held simultaneously that weekend, I seemed to be out of luck.

As a woman in Bangladesh it is often advisable to look for solely female hostels, especially 
on my shoestring budget, and these are frequently run by various religious groups.  On 
entering one such establishment, I (literally) bumped into Sister Gloria who insisted I come 
for a cup of tea and refused to let me leave until we had resolved my accommodation 
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crisis.  In the end the only option was to return with her and live with the Salesian Sisters, 
a group of women from all over the world. Despite not being accustomed to visitors, they 
have become my extended family in Dhaka and a visit to the city is not complete without 
living, dining and playing the odd game of snakes.

Poor Economics
6 FEBRUARY 2013

With limited electricity (I am told due to the increased demand for irrigation during the dry 
season) and dismally slow internet, evenings are typically spent with my sketchbook or 
churning through novels at a quite extraordinary pace.  When I returned home to the UK 
for Christmas I was able to acquire a few more books, balancing the need for literature 
and essentials with my airplane weight allowance.  

Following a motherly suggestion (the guru of all things) I purchased ‘Poor Economics’ by 
Abhijit V. Banerjee and Esther Duflo.

The issue of aid and development is complex, so much so that at times the arguments and 
counterarguments for various approaches can be hard to digest.  Although my project is 
small and targeted at grassroots level, there have been times when the gravity of the task 
at hand has been overwhelming, and no doubt there will be more to come.  

Using the data gathered during phases one and two the overall goal is to support a low-
income family in the design and construction of their new home.  This may seem like a 
relatively simple task for an architect, given the size and nature of the one / two room 
dwelling, but this is in fact quite the opposite.

In collaboration with the local organisation SAFE, we intend to test and develop 
improvements to traditional earthen vernacular...  Will our efforts be successful?  

The prototype will exhibit environmental design principles to improve ventilation, heating 
and cooling strategies, address issues of standing water, the risk of flash floods, monsoon 
rains and strong winds and offer a sustainable material response...  Can we open a 
dialogue to discuss the theory behind such an approach and indeed will the ideas be 
adopted?  Our aim is to offer low-cost improvements, alternative approaches, and new 
solutions...  Can significant improvements be attained with the cost kept to a minimum to 
create the potential for replication?  How will the choices we make affect the local market 
and what will be the short and long term impacts?  What should be the level of buy-in?  

Is this appropriate development?
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These are just some of the questions that keep me up at night, that make me unfurl from 
my blanket, emerge from under my mosquito net, turn on the light and jot ideas down so 
that in the morning I can address them head on.

In the UK, architects can make mistakes.  We all spend a large proportion of our day in 
and around the built environment, how this has been conceived is truly important.  There 
have been a number of studies, which suggest architecture can greatly affect the way 
we work and interact.  For example in a work context, a successful lighting strategy and 
the incorporation of daylight and its dynamics can benefit circadian rhythms, improve the 
visual environment and can increase productivity and therefore overall efficiencies.  In a 
healthcare context, the ability for patients to connect with the outside world and local 
environment through the considered use of fenestration has been suggested to reduce 
feelings of isolation and claustrophobia which may improve recovery times.  Galleries can 
offer a blank canvas upon which we display works of art, but the architecture affects the 
way we approach it.  The size, proportion and progression of spaces may encourage us to 
pause for thought or move quickly on by. 

Clearly then architecture is a social responsibility on all continents, however these issues 
are magnified in the developing world due to the fragile nature of the system in which 
it operates.  My only option is to understand my limitations, and seek to support my 
architecture with research and discoveries of a range of different disciplines.  ‘Poor 
Economics’ presents a new insight into the economic lives of the poor and the theories, 
which we hold to be true.

There are essentially two camps.  One suggests “poor countries are poor 
because they are hot, infertile, malaria infested, often 
landlocked; this makes it hard for them to be productive 
without an initial large investment to help them deal with 
these endemic problems”. 57  Jeffrey Sachs (advisor to the UN and Director 
of The Earth Institute at Columbia University in New York City) would argue that this is a 
‘poverty trap’ as such countries are unable to pay for these investments precisely because 
they are poor.  Neither democracy nor free markets can offer a solution...  foreign aid is a 
key kick-start to a beneficial spiral.

The other belief is that aid is more of a hindrance than a help.  It “prevents people 
from searching for their own solutions, while corrupting 
and undermining local institutions and creating a self-
perpetuating lobby of aid agencies”. 58  William Easterly (Professor 
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of Economics at New York University and co-director of NYU’s Development Research 
Institute) and Dambisa Moyo (author of ‘Dead Aid’ and previous consultant at The World 
Bank and Goldman Sachs) would argue that the very notion of a ‘poverty trap’ is a myth, 
people can and will solve their own problems.

The very fact that we cannot come to an agreement suggests that the situation cannot be 
summed up so neatly.  ‘Poor Economics’ offers an approach based on gathering the right 
data, understanding that there are no universal answers but that significant progress can 
be made through an accumulation of small steps based on careful analysis of unique 
situations.

Excerpt - ‘The View From Our Couch’

For me this book provides a new perspective on how to approach these seemingly 
enormous obstacles, particularly through the use of wonderful case studies.  We have a 
lot to learn, but let us not be turned away by the challenge.

Excerpt - ‘More Important Than Food’

“...  The poor seem to be trapped by the same kinds of problems that afflict the rest of us - 
lack of information, weak beliefs, and procrastination among them.  It is true that we who 
are not poor are somewhat better educated and informed, but the difference is small 
because, in the end, we actually know very little, and almost surely less than we imagine.

Our real advantage comes from the many things that we take as given.  We live in 
houses where clean water gets piped in - we do not need to remember to add Chlorin 
to the water supply every morning.  The sewerage goes away on its own - we do not 
actually know how.  We can (mostly) trust our doctors to do the best they can and can 
trust the public health system to figure out what we should and should not do.  We have 
no choice but to get our children immunized - public schools will not take them if they 
aren’t - and even if we somehow manage to fail to do it, our children will probably be 
safe because everyone else is immunized.  Our health insurers reward us for going to 
the gym, because they are concerned that we will not do it otherwise.  And perhaps 
most important, most of us do not have to worry where our next meal will come from. In 
other words, we rarely need to draw upon our limited endowment of self-control and 
decisiveness, while the poor are constantly being required to do so...”59
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“...It is widely documented that poor people in the developing world spend large amounts 
on weddings, dowries, and christenings, probably in part as a result of the compulsion not 
to lose face.  The cost of weddings in India is well-known, but there are also less cheerful 
occasions when the family is compelled to throw a lavish party.  In South Africa, social 
norms on how much to spend on funerals were set at a time when most deaths occurred 
in old age or in infancy.  Tradition called for infants to be buried very simply but for 
elders to have elaborate funerals, paid for with money the deceased had accumulated 
over a lifetime.  As a result of the HIV/ AIDS epidemic, many prime-age adults started 
dying without having accumulated burial savings, but their families felt compelled to 
honor the norm for adults.  A family that had just lost one of its main potential earners 
might have to spend something like 3400 rand (around $825 USD PPP), or 40 percent 
of the household annual per capita income, for the funeral party...  The more expensive 
the funeral, the more depressed adults are one year later, and the more likely it is that 
children have dropped out of school...

The decision to spend money on things other than food may not be due entirely to social 
pressure.  We asked Oucha Mbarbk, a man we met in a remote village in Morocco, 
what he would do if he had more money.  He said he would buy more food.  Then we 
asked him what he would do if he had even more money.  He said he would buy better 
tasting food.  We were starting to feel very bad for him and his family, when we noticed 
a television, a parabolic antenna, and a DVD player in the room we were sitting.  We 
asked him why he had bought all these things if he felt the family did not have enough 
to eat.  He laughed and said,  ‘Oh, but television is more important than food!’

After spending some time in that Moroccan village, it was easy to see why he thought 
that. Life can be quite boring in a village.  There is no movie theatre, no concert hall, no 
place to sit and watch interesting strangers go by.  And not a lot of work, either.  Oucha 
and two of his neighbours, who were with him during the interview, had worked about 
seventy days in agriculture and about thirty days in construction that year.  For the rest of 
the year, they took care of their cattle and waited for jobs to materialize.  This left plenty 
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Local Collaboration
7 FEBRUARY 2013

Appropriate development can only be achieved through local knowledge.  Despite the 
fact that I have now been living in Bangladesh for seven months, there is so much that I 

of time to watch television.  These three men all lived in small houses without water or 
sanitation.  They struggled to find work, and give their children a good education.  But 
they all had a television, a parabolic antenna, a DVD player, and a cell phone...

The basic human need for a pleasant life might explain why food spending has been 
declining in India.  Today, television signals reach remote areas, and there are more 
things to buy, even in remote villages...  Every village in India has at least one small shop, 
usually more, with shampoo sold in individual sachets, cigarettes by the stick, very cheap 
combs, pens, toys, or candies...

These ‘indulgences’ are not the impulsive purchases of people who are not thinking 
hard about what they are doing.  They are carefully thought out, and reflect strong 
compulsions, whether internally driven or externally exposed.  Oucha Mbarbk did not 
buy his TV on credit - he saved up over many months to scrape enough money together, 
just as the mother in India starts saving for her eight-year-old daughter’s wedding some 
ten years or more into the future, by buying a small piece of jewelry here and a stainless 
steel bucket there.

We are often inclined to see the world of the poor as a land of missed opportunities and 
to wonder why they don’t put these purchases on hold and invest in what would really 
make their lives better.  The poor, on the other hand, may well be more sceptical about 
supposed opportunities and the possibility of any radical change in their lives.  They often 
behave as if they think that any change that is significant enough to be worth sacrificing 
for will simply take too long.This could explain why they focus on the here and now, on 
living their lives as pleasantly as possible, celebrating when occasion demands it...”60
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am yet to understand about the culture and indeed the construction industry.  Although 
my Bangla is improving, communication still poses a difficult problem.  Language is one 
of the many ways we express our culture, humour and views on life.  Sadly I will miss out 
on this key insight.

A priority for me is to ensure the collaboration of a local organisation, rooted in the 
community.  Essentially it will be my way in to a world so different than my own.  There 
is no doubt that it will strengthen the project in many ways, from supporting logistics 
and material sourcing to gaining trust and therefore minimising the perception of the 
‘omniscient European’, which I am desperately keen to avoid.  Following the successful 
experience working at SAFE during my time with Engineers Without Borders, I am eager 
to reconnect with their expertise.

Whilst gathering data along the southern coast of Bangladesh, during phase one analysis, 
my old colleagues were a great support.  I received constant phone calls to determine 
my new and ever changing location and to ensure I was alive, well and eating a sufficient 
quantity of rice.  They were on hand to offer advice and provide links with different 
organisations, and equally were keen to be kept adrift of my research development.  It’s 
time to reunite with my Dinajpur family.

Site Identification
9 FEBRUARY 2013

I have chosen to locate the prototype house in Sundarban, one of 205 villages in Dinajpur 
Sadar sub-district (Dinajpur district, Rangpur division). Sundarban is however a particularly 
sprawling settlement, consisting of countless paras.  With local knowledge of the area, 
SAFE have suggested four paras for further investigation; Bania, Nobu, Shiptulidanga 
and Teli.

It is difficult to assess scale on the ground, with dirt paths weaving endlessly between 
earthen buildings in all directions, but all exhibit similar attributes and local vernacular.  
Shiptulidanga, a ten-minute walk east from the local market Bengkali, is perhaps the 
biggest.  At one end of the spectrum ‘extreme poor’ with more than six people live in single 
storey dwellings, many without direct access to clean water and the majority without 
sanitation facilities.  The houses are predominantly constructed of simple unstabilised 
earthen walls with reed roof coverings or basic bamboo frames plastered with ‘sticky 
mud’.  Earthen plinths and extended earthen verandas raise these single room dwellings 
above potential floodwaters and offer increased living space, albeit external.  Those with 
acutely limited assets own no additional land other than the plot on which they inhabit.  
Families with more disposable income may feature simple fired brick walls and CI sheet 
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as roofing material.  The households are larger in size often including additional kitchen 
facilities, tubewells, cowsheds and storage rooms.

Nobu is the smallest. The particularly interesting aspect of this para is the stark contrast 
between those with acutely limited assets and those higher up the economic ladder.  Small, 
one-room dwellings with crumbling walls sit side by side with brick walled compounds.  It 
is this contrast that I hope to explore, highlighting the alternative construction materials 
and design approach of the project. I have therefore identified a hamlet of nine houses 
for further analysis.

A Family Celebration
13 FEBRUARY 2013

I am currently living with a local family of five (Azit, Lotika, Apu, Popy and Shobita) on their 
second storey, a small bamboo room with weave walls and simple openings for windows.  
It is still winter, which means the daytime is glorious but the evenings can be somewhat 
chilly (an understatement).  With three enormous blankets however I am toasty warm 
under my mosquito net.  

Fully immersed in family life, we dine together...  and celebrate together.

The family’s only son Apu has been married little over a year, and his beautiful wife Shobita 
is pregnant.  Today marks the seventh month and in Bangladesh this is undoubtedly cause 
for celebration.  As nominated chief photographer, I try to capture the entire process. 
Shobita, in a pale pink studded sari, her mother, sisters and female neighbours first attend 
the temple, praying to the Hindu Goddess Kali for good health of the baby and a safe 
pregnancy. 

The procession returns to our house where rows of plates are laid and the happy couple 
are fed (literally) ‘mishti’ (sweet things).  These little titbits are neverending and I am 
certain there is an enormous meal yet to come.  The immediate family members are 
invited to take ‘mishti’ and they insist I am also fed, as their new sister.

The women have been hard at work in the kitchen all morning, enormous pans are 
revealed and we sit down to eat.  To start we are offered a sweet rice pudding with dry 
puff rice.  This is followed by a vegetable curry, dal, banana curry sauce, large slices of 
fried aubergine and crispy coated dal pieces.  In Bangladesh you eat with your right hand, 
a technique I have mastered over the last seven months.  Working the rice together to 
form a small bite-size ball, spooned into my mouth with my thumb.  As always the women 
insist I take second, third and fourth portions but I have learnt to expertly use my body 
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to cover my plate and stand my ground.  What may seem like a rude gesture in my own 
culture, is quite commonplace in Bangladesh.

When we have devoured the offering, the next round of villagers is ready and waiting to 
take their seats and indulge.  The day is a celebration of food and laughter (particularly at 
my attempts to communicate).  I am surrounded by women, eager to hold my hand and 
learn about my far off country.  When the sun sets, it’s time for bed.

Valentines’s Day
14 FEBRUARY 2013

Like in the UK, 14 February is recognised as a day of celebration in Bangladesh.  When I 
arrive at work (now five steps from my new home), I am handed two red flowers by Bikash 
on behalf of the SAFE building staff.

As I seem to lose track of which day it is living in the village, I fear I have missed the 
joke...  my Bangla is stretched at the best of times.  The cheers soon turn into shouts of, 

“Happy Valentine’s Day”, and I can’t help but feel a little special.

Community Engagement
15 FEBRUARY 2013

To better understand household assets we are conducting a survey within the hamlet 
of Nobu para, based in part on the Bangladesh Population and Housing Census 2011 
carried out by the Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics, with an increased focus on the 
housing conditions.  There is one family in particular that is in desperate need of improved 
living space and they are interested in our new techniques, having previously attended a 
‘Building For Safety’ workshop with SAFE.

My project however requires the backing of the community, exactly 50 individuals across 
nine households.  Equally, beneficiary identification must be a collaborative effort and 
the final decision approved by majority. This process will ensure both ownership on the 
part of the individual household and the entire hamlet, and reduce the likelihood of future 
conflict.

Today we held a community meeting in the local pre-school.  It had been scheduled for 2 
pm following feedback of household availability so that everyone’s voice could be heard.  
At 2.10 pm there is only myself, the SAFE team and two older men living in adjacent 
houses.  Today is Shoroshoti Puja, a festival in worship of the Hindu Goddess of education. 
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Perhaps they have all decided a little dancing is in order?

Then, one by one people start arriving, signing their attendance, until all households are 
represented.  Where the male head of the household is unable to attend, their wives and 
elder children are present.  We open the meeting with personal introductions, inviting all 
the villagers to speak.  

I present my project, the research undertaken to date and overall goals and SAFE talk 
of their motivations.  I have secured funding to design and construct a new house with 
one family, the remainder of the funds targeted at further research into earthen plasters 
(following my initial findings last July), amenities and additional workshops to connect 
with the entire village.  Even before we can present our analysis of the housing survey, the 
entire room is in agreement as to which family should be chosen.

Now the issue of household contribution, something which has been playing on my mind 
for some time now.  Personally I do not believe in ‘basic aid’.  Please don’t misunderstand, 
I am not against aid. I am not a staunch follower of Easterly. It might be easier if I saw 
the situation as black and white, if I could argue a position with uninterrupted conviction.  
The reality is my mind changes on a daily basis.  It changes when I am welcomed into 
the home of a family who are clearly existing hand-to-mouth, when I am offered their 
last packet of biscuits and all they ask is that I come back to visit. It changes when I see 
children living under simple tarpaulin sheets on the streets of Dhaka, unable to escape the 
monsoon rains or indeed their situation.  It changes when I see such entrepreneurial spirit 
that it takes my breath away.  It changes.

But I do believe that if aid is the only reasonable option in a certain circumstance; it should 
not be simple.  It should not be presented as aid, it cannot ignore the beneficiaries and 
what they are able to offer to the process.  Perhaps the line between aid and development 
is not so defined.  Perhaps aid could aspire to be appropriate development.

In this project we are asking for a contribution.  This is where theory and reality collide.  
The chosen beneficiary household is very much at the bottom of the economic ladder.  The 
family owns the land on which they reside but no additional agricultural land. Tarindaro 
(father) works as a day labourer earning between 100 - 200 BDT (£0.62 - £1.63) per day, but 
this is seasonal work and even then not guaranteed.  With Shayarani (mother) at home, 
Himan (eldest son) in high school, Dorithri (daughter) in primary and Bilash (youngest son) 
below school age there are no additional incomes.  They can contribute earth, following 
the demolition of their existing house and they may be able to help with labour.  Are these 
true contributions?  If we ask for construction material or small financial assistance, they 
will undoubtedly be forced to take out another loan...  potentially initiating a spiral of debt.  
Is the theory flawed?
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We present this to the group and ask their advice.  We argue that I am not a member 
of the community, and cannot be expected to take the entire financial burden.  Can the 
community offer any assistance?  We are inundated with questions...  what type of house 
will we be constructing...  how much will it cost?  Many of which we are unable to answer 
in detail as we are at the very beginning of the design process.  It’s a tense moment.  We 
have identified the most vulnerable household within the community, but their neighbours 
are certainly not affluent.  The majority also live in bamboo and earth dwellings, albeit 
better constructed.  Their plots may be slightly larger, they may own three cows...  but no 
one is connected to the grid, only one household has a latrine and it is currently out of 
use.   Are we asking too much?

Then from the corner one man raises his voice...  “I can offer a bag of 
cement”.  Suddenly another voice...  “we can offer a few pieces of 
bamboo”, a ripple effect...  “we can give two bags of cement”...  

“we will help with the labour”...  

It’s a real life ‘Spartacus’ moment.  I am overwhelmed and have to take a breath to hold 
down the tears.  OK, so here we go!

Design For Daily Life
24 FEBRUARY 2013

With the full support of the community it is time to get to grips with the beneficiary 
household’s individual needs and analyse current conditions.  Over the past week I 
have been cycling on my ‘choto’ (small) red bicycle to meet with the family in their own 
environment.  I want to understand how they live, how they exist within and around their 
current house and hopefully create a shared vision for the future.

I have prepared a schedule of daily activities to map movements across the site 
throughout the day and assign area functions.  With confirmation of land tenure we are 
able to proceed with site analysis (documenting household assets / measuring the plot, 
neighbours boundaries and existing buildings / undertaking a landscape survey and tree 
schedule).  With every passing day the family feels more at ease sharing their fears, 
thoughts and ideas.  A number of issues have been raised regarding the present situation 
and we hope to address them directly.

- Extremely small living and sleeping space for five individuals
- Lack of privacy and potential problems in future if family size increases
- Unhygienic conditions, particularly during the evening when their cow shares the 
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kitchen / communal veranda
- Severe deterioration of earthen walls
- Significant maintenance requirements
- Uncomfortable internal conditions due to CI sheet roof (hot in summer and cold in 
winter)
- Fear of building collapse during periods of strong winds and heavy rainfall
- Lack of amenities and services (no latrine, no electricity, no tubewell, limited storage)

Our vision for the future is to create a new home with increased space that significantly 
improves living standards through environmentally conscious design, appropriate 
construction and sustainable material choice.  We will focus on locally available products 
and employ local labour whilst balancing cost considerations to ensure the design is 
compatible with the community and exhibits the potential for replication.

Design Hurdles
26 FEBRUARY 2013

Design is never a smooth process...  There are many factors that influence the decisions 
you make as an architect, the way your pen touches the paper, the movement of a scalpel, 
the size, shape and connection of elements.

One of the things that has been forefront in my mind during my journey across 
Bangladesh is the landscape and its role in society.  This country relies heavily on natural 
assets and due to climate change various aspects are a cause for concern.  I have had 
many conversations about the ever-changing panorama.  I am told Dhaka for example is 
unrecognisable from 20 years ago.  This fast-paced, congested, concrete jungle was once 
abundantly green with trees and lakes.  Construction, seemingly with little or no urban 
planning and poor design is happening at such a fast rate that many buildings remain 
unfinished, while adjacent plots begin to take shape.  Brown field, green field...  any field!  
Deforestation is a huge issue, not only for the terrible loss of habitat but also for the knock 
on effects to communities which are often unable to adequately face these impacts.61  
Land, or indeed the lack of it is a key factor in this project. 

The family owns no additional agricultural land and although their plot is larger than 
those found in nearby city slums, it is too small to be able to grow produce at a scale 
that would allow surplus to be sold at market.  The site is surrounded by a range of tree 
species and banana plants and the family cultivate a small area for seasonal vegetables 
to be used in home cooking.  As we intend to provide a new two-room dwelling with 
increased living space for a separate kitchen, animal shed and latrine, my fear is that 
the sprawling built environment will engulf the little land they do possess.  I am keen to 
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retain the established trees and allow the family to continue to develop their homestead 
garden.  Is double-storey the answer?  Can we achieve a significant area increase whilst 
preserving the environment?

I hold several meetings with SAFE to discuss this idea and we are also joined by a tutor 
from BRAC University, showcasing alternative architectural approaches in this remote 
area of Bangladesh to young students.  Support for the idea is universal.  In addition, the 
approach will allow for more innovation in construction and will push the boundaries of 
design in Nobu para.

In light of past design projects in rural Bangladesh I have learnt the most effective tool 
to engage households is a physical model.  Two-dimensional plans and elevations are 
sometimes difficult to comprehend and can be a little dry.  I set about to make a small 
massing model which will allow direct comparison of the existing dwelling and the new 
double-storey scheme, in context.  Acquiring any modelling materials or equipment 
proves a little difficult, but we recycle what we can find and it takes shape.

As we sit down with the family and begin to discuss the background behind the scheme, 
there is silence.  I talk of the types of spaces, movement, vertical circulation, views over 
the landscape, preservation of land, new ideas...  The response is underwhelming to say 
the least. Shayarani wants a single storey scheme but we are unable to decipher the 
reasons why.  Tarindaro explains that he has been planning the design for many years 
and walks us around the site explaining in detail the size and orientation of spaces.  The 
children offer no further insight.  Perhaps I’m missing something?  As the meeting comes 
to a close, I feel a little deflated.  Back to the drawing board, but without any real answers 
as to why the scheme does not work for the family.

This project is essentially a piece of research to test ideas, materials and new techniques.  
The family is asking for a model based on every other model in the community.  A simple, 
single-storey house with pitched roof.  What can I bring to the design process as an 
architect and what can SAFE offer as researchers?

We call another team meeting and decide to invite the family to our village in Sundarban.  
There is a feeling that perhaps this double-storey approach has been quite frightening.  
There are no other double-storey buildings in the para and few in the union.  I am also told 
the perception of such buildings is that they are for ‘rich men’ and many fear that they will 
collapse or simply blow over.

Naturally, when they arrive it is time for tea and biscuits.  We have invited the entire 
family and the children are dressed in wonderfully smart clothes.  We take them to visit 
our new SAFE headquarters, a double-storey earth and bamboo building we completed in 
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September.  It turns out this is the first time Shayarani has been in a double-storey building 
and to my surprise the children race up the stairs in eagerness.  We visit a couple of other 
buildings, including my own room complete with an upper storey latrine, to assure them 
of the solidity and engineering.

As we sit down to more tea and sugary delights, we talk again of the project intentions.  
We are not a large funding body that simply hands over a lump sum for building 
upgrades.  We are researchers, designers, visionaries...  and we would like them to join 
in our modest revolution.  If they are able to alter their mindset, they will be innovators in 
their community.  It will be the first double-storey building.  A design collaboration for the 
future, with an alternative material approach.  Will they take the leap?  

That night I am unable to sleep.  Tomorrow we return for the verdict.

The following morning as I lean my bicycle against a coconut tree, I see the family is ready 
and waiting.  They are all present and offer us a seat on a colourful, striped jute mat laid 
with tasty morsels.  Smiles all around. 

“Tikasay” (OK)...  let’s do it.

The Go-ahead
2 MARCH 2013

With the community contributions rolling in, we were also keen to receive approval across 
the board.  Another meeting was called.  We offered the floor to the village representative 
to say a few words.  He talked of the day I arrived in Nobu para, a rare happening in 
this remote area.  He understood this to be a gift from above and thanked our team for 
enabling the community to help one of their own, a family in need of improved living 
conditions.  Applause.

We then held a ‘Building For Safety’ crash course.  The CSEB technology and bamboo 
materiality had always been on the table, but we wanted to exhibit these construction 
products prior to site preparation to ensure no surprises or potential problems down the 
line.  I presented a typical block, the treated ‘borobash’ species used for the structural 
elements and ‘makla’ for detailing.  We talked of cross-bracing techniques, improved 
‘katla’ (pad foundations) design and details including clamps, bolts and treated bamboo 
nails that would strengthen and protect the scheme from strong winds and uplift. 

I then offered my research and site analysis to date, taking the onlookers through the 
current conditions, the key areas of concern and our new shared vision for the future.  
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The plans, coupled with the massing model were handed around the room with much 
interest... 

“Shundor”...  “Bhallo”...  “Kup bhallo”...  (Beautiful...  Good...  Very good...)

Question time.  Unlike our previous consultations the double storey design did not raise 
alarms.  Individuals were predominantly interested in the issue of water, particularly 
how the high eaves would affect the neighbouring residence.  We assured them of our 
calculations and that on completion we would reconfirm water flow and if necessary 
introduce guttering.  We fielded questions of foundation design and window placement 
for privacy and I did my best to communicate these issues through quick sketches, 
conscious that this type of visualisation had proved difficult in my previous projects.  After 
all were content, Himan arrived with platters of ‘jelapi’, pretzel shaped dough fried in hot 
oil and dripping in liquid sugar.  Can’t complain.

What Is Perfectionism?
3 MARCH 2013

Without sanitation facilities in Nobu para, first thoughts were to provide a temporary, 
basic latrine for our team.  Design discussions led to the creation of a raised plinth and 
framed wall structure.  With the overall goal to provide improved living conditions it 
seemed increasingly futile to imagine we would deconstruct it at the end of the process.  
It should be a permanent facility, a ventilated improved pit latrine.

The design features a brick lined plinth and treated bamboo primary, cross-braced 
structure with bamboo slatted wall panels.  A single pitch CI sheet roof extends at all 
sides to provide added protection.

We set to work building the walls as components.  The timber frames offered a base for a 
three-tiered system.  Ventilation openings at the top encourage air to be drawn in at high 
level, down through the pan and out the ventilation pipe, discouraging smells and the 
presence of flies.  Below this, bamboo slats lie side by side offering privacy and overlapping 
slats at the lower level ensure the user cannot be seen.  This approach, although beautiful 
is driven by functionality and the structure itself is entirely maintenance free.

In pairs we cleaned culms, split bamboo and nailed the slats, the builders conscious to 
adequately overlap.  However as the walls progressed, my parallel perfectionism was 
clearly not shared.  We took a tea break to discuss this idea further.  

Architectural aesthetics are not universal.  Their idea of perfectionism was based on 
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function.  Using a natural material like bamboo would result in a fairly organic finish.  To 
insist the slats ran parallel would mean certain edges required increased (and perhaps 
unnecessary?) overlapping...  By the fourth wall everyone was on side.

VIP Latrine Construction Complete
10 MARCH 2013

It took seven days with a team of six.  We hope this new approach to sanitation will 
offer yet another choice in Nobu para.  The family was able to contribute labour and an 
additional 41 bricks to raise the plinth and design their own step.

Site Preparation
15 MARCH 2013

With several building elements requiring curing prior to construction it was time to 
demolish the existing dwelling and recycle the material to press the new CSEBs. 

The family also required temporary accommodation on site, which we constructed using 
the off-cuts from the kitchen / cowshed.  Essentially this will act as a transitional shelter 
and on completion of the build will once again change function, offering possible storage 
or an animal shelter.  The mud-crushing and block-making will continue as I set sail on a 
visa run.

The Andaman Sea
19 MARCH 2013

Thailand has become somewhat of a second home, a reprieve from the difficulties of 
Bangladesh.  The memories of Tom Yam soup and coconut shakes were calling.

After I arrived at my little Kata beach guesthouse on the island of Phuket I took an evening 
swim in the sea, the warm and crystal blue Andaman.  I quickly realised that it would be 
difficult to leave this place.  Little luxuries right on my doorstep and the picture postcard 
perfect beaches of Krabi province only a boat ride away. 

Indulgence doesn’t quite describe the following week.  

Air conditioning and hot, hot showers.  Iced lattes, enormous king prawns, lobster and 
snapper with lemon infused spicy salads and beef tomatoes.  Paradise?  Paradise.
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Laying The First Brick
1 APRIL 2013

The day has finally arrived.  I have been told today is a good day to start and reminded 
that tomorrow (Tuesday) is not a good day to lay the first brick according to the local 
Hindu culture.  We must dig the trenches before the sun sets...  a little pressure.  Setting 
out is always a tense time for me.  If the foundations are not accurate this could throw 
the whole building out of joint. 

Checking and rechecking...  and a little more rechecking.  The SAFE builders use local 
techniques to achieve level plains.  The plumb line is back in fashion.  As we reach lunch 
we are still ploughing through the earth.  Let’s not start off on the wrong foot; it is time for 
the family and community to bless the site.

With bonding help from Mosnu our chief bricklayer, Tarindaro sets the corner connection.  
He lays a series of banana leaves and places a handful of small sugared sweets on the 
surface.  He paints his fingers with red dye and prints the bricks.  He then pours milk over 
these offerings and washes smoke over his creation and over himself.  As he sinks to his 
knees to pray Shayarani lets out a warbling cry, a sound that I have come to recognise 
from evenings spent in my village.  

Shayarani takes the stage, with the community watching on.  After her ‘dance with 
tradition’ she bows to both Tarindaro and the male elders of Nobu para.  The village 
representative is then invited to participate in the proceedings, which he does with ease.  
They call my name.  
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I haven’t had time to prepare; do I remember the sequence of events?  I clamber through 
the crowds and lower myself into the trench.  Here goes...

Atrai Mela
5 APRIL 2013

There is never a dull moment in the village.  Today there is a festival by the river, in honour 
of the Hindu goddess Kali.  On our banks, a canopy is raised.  Local schools perform plays 
and crowds from across Sundarban perch on the unfinished crumbling temple steps, 
shaded by the bamboo plantation. 

Small stalls selling fried, heavily salted titbits call for business and ice cream vendors 
weave through the masses.  As we reach Atrai, the boatmen have set up a temporary 
crossing despite the fact that it is the dry season and we could wade across the entire 
length.  As we start taking on water, perhaps we will all go for a premature swim?  

On the other bank, more stalls await.  Souvenirs, carvings, sweets and balloons...  a visual 
extravaganza.

The Arrival Of A Friendly ‘Bideshi’
8 APRIL 2013

An ex-colleague from Switzerland, Miss Pilvi Halttunen has finally made it to Bangladesh.  
After a six-hour train delay in Dhaka she arrives in the village.
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House Foundations Complete
8 APRIL 2013

OK, so we are over the first hurdle.  The foundations have been laid and the family, for the 
first time, can walk around the footprint of their new home.

‘Katla’ And Concrete Casts
10 APRIL 2013

One of the key messages of this prototype build is to protect the bamboo from water 
damage particularly the inner culms of split bamboo and open ends.  The ‘katla’ (pad 
foundations) have a number of functions.  Their t-shaped profile prevents uplift, whilst 
offering points of stability across the earthen plinth.  They sit approximately two inches 
above finished floor level, lifting the bamboo posts above possible rising damp. 

The earthen matrix appears to slide beneath the bamboo structure but it does in fact 
carry the entire second storey.  To achieve this mini bamboo posts are supported on 
a reinforced concrete cast built into the wall, with a second perforated cast to prevent 
lateral movement.  

A new technique...

Bangla New Year
14 APRIL 2013

I had heard rumours that the Bangla New Year celebrations in our market, Bengkali are 
the talk of the district.  When the day arrives the endless dining experiences begin.  I will 
have to pace myself if I want to survive until 9 pm, when the show begins.  

As we wander through the padi fields, the music gets louder.  I have never seen such 
crowds, and it is difficult to cut through.  Women and men are separated, and I find a 
space.  A tall wooden structure, similar to a braced totem pole rises above our heads.  It’s 
dark and my brain is trying to figure out what is about to unfold.  A ripple of cheers.  I 
can’t quite see. 

Then suddenly a man seems to be flying.  The rotations get bigger and bigger until he is 
encircling the crowd, hanging by a huge spike through his back.  He is travelling so fast 
that I’m not entirely certain the structure can take it.  I have never seen anything like it.
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‘Bideshi’ Number Two
17 APRIL 2013

At the nine-month mark my ever supportive partner in crime, an old friend on many an 
adventure to foreign lands arrives.  ‘Bideshi’ number two...  Miss Philippa Battye.

A Fishing Trip
19 APRIL 2013

After work we are met by a local fisherman from Jele para.  He will be our guide for the 
evening as we float down Atrai from site to our home in Bania para.  On the way we 
hope to catch a few fish for our dinner.  A ‘bideshi’ feast featuring a spicy Thai inspired 
noodle soup (quite a rarity).  As we trawl the nets, it seems fishing is not quite the easiest 
of tasks at this time of the year.  The specimens may be more of a garnish than the pièce 
de résistance.

Earthen Walls Complete, Bamboo Begins
3 MAY 2013

Another small victory.  With the ‘katla’ and clamps in place we can at last start to bolt 
together the bamboo primary structure, a frame that sits above and around the ground 
floor room.  Posts skim the walls, the composite floor structure seemingly floating above 
the earthen mass. 

Nobu para is not yet connected to the grid, which means the team must manoeuver a 
diesel generator across padi fields, around trees and through narrow alleyways so that 
we may generate our own.

A Big Storm
12 MAY 2013

It’s 5 am and although I’m now an early riser (and early sleeper) this is a stretch even for 
me.  

As I start to come to my senses and work out exactly what is happening I hear a rumble 
in the distance.  I slide open my bamboo window and peer outside.  I hear shouts 
leapfrogging from house to house but it’s too early for any Bangla translation.  
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It begins to grow dark and ominous, the growl of thunder in my throat and the sky filled 
with birds flying in my direction.

Since my arrival there has been many a storm and heavy monsoon rains that have lasted 
for two or three days, rain that soaks you to the very core.  But this is different, and I’m 
nervous.  Suddenly the heavens open and the winds envelop my little bamboo ‘treehouse’.  
I run to Philippa and we head downstairs.  The entire courtyard is soon a swimming pool 
and the veranda battered by rain coming at all angles.  The tall coconut trees sway and 
bend almost to breaking point.  It’s cold and there’s nothing to do except watch on.

It only lasts for a couple of hours but it feels like an eternity, and that we are at the very 
centre of the chaos.  As the world regains normality, with the sun shining in the sky we 
venture out to survey the damage.  Trees cover the main access route, fields flattened, CI 
sheets scattered.  

Now to Nobu para.  This is quite a test for our little building, whose yet unplastered walls 
remain unprotected, due to the early stages of the build.  As we cycle through the village, 
everyone is hard at work cleaning the roads.  It doesn’t take long for Bangladesh to return 
to life as normal and naturally the teashops remain open.  

As I turn the corner, my heart is in my mouth...  Still standing.

New Born Baby
22 MAY 2013

Every morning I hope to awake to a new family addition.  There have been a couple of 
near misses, hospital visits and labour pains, but the baby is determined to wait until 
the very last minute.  Apu and I are on site measuring the kitchen wall panels when he 
receives a phone call.  It’s a baby girl. 

I’m too excited for words.  We give the builders a list of the day’s activities and head 
straight to Dinajpur town.  Shobita looks like she has been through a tough time as Lotika 
sits with a tiny human being in her arms.  My little Bangladeshi sister, Rashi.  Pure joy.

Topping Out
23 MAY 2013

The day has finally arrived.  The first bamboo roof beam has been set (after much 
confusion, trial and error).  ‘Mishti’ (sweet things) all round.
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Working A Bangladeshi Wedding
26 MAY 2013

We have been asked to take a mini break.  A three-day holiday, luxury.

Well...  not quite.  It’s approaching the big wedding. Popy, my Bangladeshi sister is to marry 
Uzzal, one of the members of my building team.  I have been invited to two weddings 
during my time here and they are quite the occasion.  This one however I will be working. 
My duties start the night before; creating tiny mudballs perched on thinly carved bamboo 
sticks and pierced in potatoes.  Into the night we sculpt.

The next morning I am presented with a mountain of vegetables and a foot knife.  It 
may feel incomprehensible to squat over a sharpened blade, slicing and dicing miniature 
spuds with only your toe to keep it steady.  But we soon become accustomed to the 
reversal and where there is work there is singing.  Of course the women demand a tune 
or two.  Without music or lyrics our song choices are quite eclectic...  ‘Last Christmas’ 
(WHAM) making a few appearances.  In the background our building team begins 
cooking.  Enormous cauldrons of goat curry, dal, deep-fried fish heads, offal and of course 
enough rice to feed an entire village.  Little do I know it, that is exactly what we are about 
to do.  At 5 pm the first guests arrive.  We are all wearing our checked orange aprons to 
indicate we are the hospitality, rushing to our stations.  Philippa and I are on water duty. 

We may be attempting a world record as guests are bustled in, their food demolished, 
second, third and fourth portions served until they are bustled out again and a new array 
of individuals are seated.  There is no time to think.  The heat is almost unbearable and 
the crowds are neverending.  At one point the queue outside the marquee extends around 
the building and we start to seat people on neighbouring verandas, to be served in the 
dark by mobile phone light and kerosene lamp. 

I am then called home to document the wedding proper.  Rituals, gifts, dancing.  A 
Bangladeshi wedding has it all.  At midnight a few of us stumble to Bengkali market for 
a tea or two to refuel.  We need a little swim by moonlight to digest such happenings.  
On our way home the events are in full flow.  Uzzal has finally arrived from his family’s 

“Pani lakbe, jol.  Tumi lakbe?  Shomosha nai.”
(Who needs water, water.  You need water?  No problem.)

“Ducito. Pani cherche.  Ak minute.  Aro lakbe?”
(Sorry. Water’s finished.  One minute.  Do you need more?)
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house, to be united with his soon to be wife.  The wedding will continue until lunchtime 
the following day, but by 5.30 am I make my escape.  I will be representing the family at 
the groom’s house tomorrow evening and will need all my wits about me.

Monsoon Rains Arriva Early
29 MAY 2013

We have been lucky.  Or at least (with a little helpful advice) we gave ourselves a fighting 
chance. 

The earthen portion of the build is complete and we are close to being watertight...  but 
not quite.  As the monsoon rains arrive, earlier than expected, it is making things a little 
difficult on site and the bamboo floor slats are taking on too much water.  In every spare 
(dry) minute the team is back on the roof wrenching, nailing, drilling and bolting.

Just a few more days of sunshine, that’s all I ask.  Hold off for a few more days.

A Roof Complete
3 JUNE 2013

Despite my daily reverse rain dance, the rains just keep on coming.  Little by little though, 
we are there.  The roof is complete.

The Ripe Old Age Of 27
8 JUNE 2013

27, closing on 30.  Another year, another birthday in yet another country.  In 2013 it’s a 
birthday, Bangladeshi style.  I arrive on site to wishes and smiles.  

“Shatash, shatash!” (27, 27!)

There’s a lot of conversation and on-site meetings I’m not invited too.  I lose four of my 
team before closing, for a much needed ‘hinge’ excursion.  Who knew it required so many 
people to decide upon the most appropriate connection?

Homeward bound. Bangla music soars as I grow closer.  They have erected a little 
marquee decked with balloons.  Ananto and Chandro are busy slaving away over an 
enormous pan of kedgeree.  Lotika hustles me into a room and hands me a beautiful 
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maroon salwar kameez.  The women make sure I am spotless before I’m paraded in front 
of friends and neighbours.  It’s the first time they have seen me in Bangladeshi dress, 
and for some it’s almost a little too much to handle.  I feed Lotika a soft iced cake, and 
she returns the favour.  Then unexpectedly all the builders shower me with gifts. I am 
overwhelmed yet again.  As we dance the night away (to everyone’s amusement) I feel a 
little loved.  27 will be a good year.

The One-Year Mark
16 JUNE 2013

On 16 June 2012 I set sail from my home in the land of Geordies to the golden fields of 
Bangladesh.  Armed with no Bangla and not quite prepared for the heat and humidity 
awaiting me mid-monsoon season I stumbled through Hazrat Shahjalal International 
Airport.  Two long flights and a selection of films too depressing for words.  Tired, so 
tired.  One year later and this country is like a second home.  I wake to breakfast with my 
Bangladeshi family.

‘Muri’ (effectively rice crispies), ‘koi’ (muri’s big brother) and hot milk directly from our cow, 
sweetened with a heavy dose of sugar.  Milky tea (how they have come to know I like it) 
is accompanied with a hug from Lotika. 

I take it a little easier this morning; life without weekends is starting to take its toll.  It’s ever 
harder to roll out of bed and dress myself for the day’s construction ahead.  A puncture, 
my third this week.  The bicycle repairman is waiting for me.  Surely I need a new inner 
tube by now?  But no, he insists he can repair it with a stone and a little trickery.  As I 
make my way along the dirt path to site, the builders are up.  I have never heard such 
cheers in my life. 

“Welcome to Bangladesh”... ‘Mishti’ (sweet things) time.

Final Few Days
19 JUNE 2013

We are so close to the finish line, but it’s just outside our grasp.  Foundations laid, walls 
constructed, ‘katla’ in, primary structure bolted, wall panels fixed, plastering smoothed, 
roof battened, veranda secured...  but it’s always the details that pervade.

And we’ve certainly left the best till last.  It’s time for the hardwood door and windows to 
be set and the final floor finish.  Not an easy task.
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Complete
24 JUNE 2013

It’s the last day.  Later that afternoon the entire community of Nobu para will arrive for 
handover...  but we are still all hands to the deck.  The team is exhausted.  Working long 
shifts in the baking heat with no weekends seems to have caught up with us all.  One last 
push.  We still have a long snagging list, so they decide a 6 am start will do the trick.  I am 
truly thankful for their support. 

As we arrive on site one by one, we set to work.  To keep the team going Philippa cycles 
to the local market for a breakfast of ruti and dal.  When she returns with her bounty 
however, everyone is on a role and it takes a couple of hours before we can forcibly sit 
them all down to recharge. 

We might be a little delirious as the laughter sets in.  Or it might just be that we have all 
become so close after the last few months working together, that language is no longer 
a barrier.  We have become friends, family even, and we are in it as one.  There’s a sense 
that this project, this small house belongs not only to the family and Nobu para, but 
also to everyone who has laid a hand on it.  We are all determined to see it finished.  By 
midday, it is only the carpenters that remain up against it.  We rally round to keep them 
going.  Shayarani and Ananto begin a chicken curry on her new ‘bonda chula’ (improved 
cook stove) and we prepare the site for the presentation.  As the community arrives we 
are still drilling the final touches.  Architects are known to work to a deadline, but this is 
quite spectacular.  Finally...  complete.  

We did it.  Tarindaro, Shayarani, Himan, Dorithri and Bilash have a new home. 

SAFE open the meeting and thank all those involved for their hard work and collaboration.  
We turn to the community for a few words.  A man (nicknamed ‘Shomosha’), one of the 
many onlookers who have been with us since we laid the first brick talks of the process, 
new construction techniques and materials, witnessing a daily evolution that has resulted 
in a beautiful building.  Philippa is then invited to speak. 

Miss Battye arrived like a whirlwind two months ago and has been the life and soul on 
site ever since.  With her mastery of Bangla (‘ahem’), and a brute strength that put us all 
to shame she was the perfect addition to our construction team and provided a much 
needed platform to bounce ideas...  often late into the night.  She cannot know how 
much her time and energy has meant, especially in those last moments when it seemed 
almost an impossibility.  And of course her final speech, thanking the community and our 
builders, is expertly delivered. 
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Next in line, Tarindaro.  A few words on behalf of the family.  I had been avoiding his eyes, 
but I could no longer.  They were full, the words stuck in his throat. 

Public interest design and development poses many hurdles.  The highs are overwhelming, 
offering clarity for why we do what we do, but the lows can make you question it all.  
Undoubtedly the most difficult element is achieving a separation from the personal to 
the professional.  The house we have sweated over during unbearable levels of humidity, 
bled for at the hands of unseen nails, lost sleep over during times of uncertainty and yes...  
vomited upon is no longer the sum of all those components, but a home.  

An architectural dream that we hope will offer a new way of life for a family of five. 

The crowd turns to me.  To close, the floor is mine.  So much to say, so many people 
to thank.  I imagined this moment, but it seemed a lifetime away when I was whittling 
bamboo three months ago.  It was something I would deal with when it arrived.  I am 
forever invited to make speeches in Bangladesh, often regarding subjects beyond my 
expertise simply because I am a ‘bideshi’, but in this final moment I realise that it is not 
possible.  

The very reason I live for this work is because of the relationships that are formed with the 
beneficiaries, with my builders, with the community.  It’s not business, it’s personal.  When 
it becomes a mere job, that’s when it will be over. I stumble through my first thanks, just 
about holding it together until I reach out to Tarindaro and Shayarani.  The tears falling. 

A year in Bangladesh, it all goes so quickly.  Tomorrow I won’t be waking to the sound 
of Lotika feeding the chickens, I won’t struggle with my bicycle chain hurriedly packing 
mangoes for lunch, weaving my way between padi fields until I turn the corner and greet 

the builders, “Shobo shokal, kaemon achen?” (Good morning, how are 
you?).  We won’t mix earthen plaster with our feet, we won’t cool ourselves under the 
tubewell or impersonate ‘cutacataparki’ (woodpeckers).  I won’t take tea and ‘borra’ (fried 
titbits) after work with the team, I won’t drive through the darkness to find metal workers 
that will shape u-sections by kerosene lamp or learn suspiciously terrible Bangla.  The very 
thought is a heavy weight to bear.

As we wheel our bicycles away from site for the last time I fall apart, glancing at Philippa 
who has also broken down, laughing through the tears.  People wave as we pass. 

“Jo-ooooo, Philipppppppaaaa”, children chasing our bicycles. The 
journey home is desperately beautiful, the air warm and sweet.  It takes my breath away.  
What a privilege it has been to take this route to work every day.
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For all those I am unable to thank in person and for those I failed to adequately thank at the 
very end, I would like to write a few words: 

- thank you to the rIBA Boyd Auger scholarship for seeing something special in my 
proposal and allowing me to take this journey, which has been an adventure of 
immeasurable proportion. 

- thank you to the Ashbridge family, whose unfaltering support enables me to undertake 
such challenges.  my rock, always at the end of an email to offer words of wisdom and 
push me to do more, see more. 

- thank you to all our friends (and strangers) who have sent such kind words and who 
were able to donate their time and money to turn this vision into a reality.

- thank you to my two ‘bideshi’ volunteers, miss pilvi halttunen and miss philippa Battye 
who had the courage to travel to a part of the world that few are brave enough to explore, 
and giving me such a boost at the finish line. 

- thank you to simple Action For the environment (sAFe) for acting as my local partner 
during construction and offering an insight into the real, living, breathing Bangladesh. 

- thank you my Bangladeshi family and Nobu para for welcoming me with open arms into 
their world and for taking a leap of faith in the design and construction of a new housing 
type.

- And thank you to my building team for sticking with me until the very end, for making it 
easy to wake up in the morning and cycle to site.  We have laughed every step of the way. 
my brothers, Ananto, Apu, Bidu, Bikash, Binoy, chandro, Dokhina, Konuc, mosnu, sordar, 
surin, tushar and uzzal. 

- Last, but not least.  thank you Bangladesh.  to everyone who has offered me a place 
to stay for the night when I found myself a little lost in a village, a seat on the bus when I 
could no longer stand or a cup of tea to offer a hand of friendship. 
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My Bengal of Gold, 
I love you. 

Forever your skies, 
Your air set my heart in tune, 
As if it were a flute. 

In spring, O mother mine, 
The fragrance from your mango groves 
Makes me wild with joy, 
Ah, what a thrill I could die,
In autumn, O mother mine, 
In the full blossomed paddy fields 
I have seen sweet smiles. 

Ah, what scenic beauty, what shades,
What affection, and what tenderness, 
What a quilt have you spread 
At the feet of banyan trees, And along the banks of rivers.

O mother mine, 
Words from your lips
Are like nectar to my ears. 

If sadness, O mother mine, 
Casts a gloom on your face, 
My eyes are filled with tears!

My beloved Bengal,
I love you.

Amar sonar Bangla,
Ami tomay bhalobashi. 

chirodin tomar akash, 
tomar batash, 

Amar prane bajae bashi. 

o ma, 
phagune tor amer bone 

Ghrane pagol kore, 
mori hae, hae re, 

o ma, 
oghrane tor bhora khete 

Ami ki dekhechhi modhur hashi. 

Ki shobha, ki chhaya go, 
Ki sneho, ki maea go, 

Ki achol bichhaeechho 
Boter mule, Nodir kule kule. 

ma, tor mukher bani,
Amar kane lage 

sudhar moto. 

ma tor bodonkhani molin hole,
Ami noyon, 

o may ami noyonjole bhashi!
 

Amar sonar Bangla,
Ami tomay bhalobashi.

Amar Sonar Bangla
NOBEL LAUREATE RABINDRANATH TAGORE, 1905
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